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F
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND.

The Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), CD/i 108, prohibits the development, production,
possession, acquisition, retention, and direct or indirect transfer of chemical weapons; and the use
or production for the use of chemical weapons. State Parties also agree not to assist or encourage
other nations to produce chemical weapons. The CWC further mandates the declaration and
destruction of existing chemical weapon stockpiles and production facilities. In addition, the CWC
categorizes chemicals into three Schedules based upon their toxicity and suitability for use in
chemical weaponry and monitors their production and use.

In an effort to ensure the non-production of chemical weapons, the CWC requires that non-
chemical weapon State Parties comply with the verification provisions. The CWC also allows for
monitoring of Schedules 1, 2, and 3 chemical production activities not prohibited by the
Convention: (1) industrial, agricultural, research, medical, pharmaceutical or other peaceful
purposes; (2) domestic law enforcement and riot control purposes; (3) military purposes not
connected with the use of chemical weapons; and (4) protective purposes. These activities, and
those of the diversified global chemical and pharmaceutical industries whose production may be
converted to lethal agents make the task of chemical weapons verification more difficult and
necessarily more extensive and intrusive than other arms control initiatives.

The CWC relies heavily on an international on-site presence for monitoring compliance. This
involves routine and challenge on-site inspection (OSI), and continuous monitoring of sites and
facilities with specialized on-site instruments. The CWC verification regime is the most intrusive
regime ever negotiated due to the number of facilities subject to routine inspections and the
"anywhere, anytime, and no right of refusal" challenge inspections.

PURPOSE.

The purpose of this analysis was to identify the relationships between the vedfication
provisions of other treaties and the CWC provisions (see Appendix A). The analysis of these
provisions was based on the identification of specific gaps, overlapping areas, synergistic efforts,
conflicting provisions, and the lessons learned for each treaty (see Appendix B). The result of the
analysis was to offer recommendations to resolve conflicting provisions between the CWC and
other treaties in order to enhance the effectiveness of verification of the Convention.
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FINDINGS.

CWC verification p"ovisions could have three possible effects on other treaties. First, there are
treaties that will not be affected by the CWC. This study identified the Antarctic Treaty and the
Nuclear Test Talks (NMT) - I.e., the Threshold Test Ban Treaty (TTBT) and the Peaceful Nuclear
Explosions Treaty (PNET) -- as unaffected by the CWC due to the nature and scope of their
verification provisions. Secondly, CWC provisions could have a limited effect on treaties with

little or no verification provisions. The 1925 Geneva Protocol and the Biological Weapons
Convention (BWC) could be partially verified by the CWC verification provisions. Additionally,
the CWC OSI provisions could uncover illicit chemical activities in violation of the UN Convention
Against the Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances. Lastly, the CWC and the
U.S.-Soviet Chemical Weapons Agreement will work together to ban global chemical weapons.

Finally, there is potential that CWC OS! provisions could be used to inspect other treaty
activities - either unintended or intended. The current CWC challenge inspection provisions could
adversely impact on the verification regimes of the NPT/IAEA, INF, CFE, and START. The
misuse of "anywhere, anytime, and no right of refusal" challenge inspections could inspect
facilities protected by other agreements. CWC challenge OSI could be misused to inspect facilities
or geographic areas protected by quotas under another treaty. That is, each of these treaties declare
the facilities that can be inspected and the number of inpsections allowed. CWC challenge
inspection provisions could potentially be used to access other treaty declared facilities and exceed
the quotas. In addition, in some cases inspected parties have the ultimate right of refusal. The
current CWC challenge OS provisions could possibly circumvent these protective provisions
which could result in loss of national security or confidential info-.mation.

Another possibility for the interaction between the CWC and other treaties is that other treaties
could impact verification activities of the CWC by raising issues and delaying access to facilities
that have fulfilled their quota requirements under other treaty provisions. For example, the
NPIM/AEA agreements with individual facilities state that the facility will be liable to a specified
number of inspections per year. If after the number of IAE.• inspections has been performed,
CWC inspectors assess a need to inspect the facility, it is possible that access could be challenged
because the facility has fulfilled its obligation under the IAEA agreement.

Finally, common to the recent arms control treaties is the need for a database of treaty-related
items that must be enumerated and considered. This applies to INF, CFE, START, the U.S.-
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Soviet Chemical Weapons Agreement, and the CWC This raises the issue of the degree to which
handling and reporting of such data represents a common function which would be enhanced by
addressing the interactions and commonality of such data. This has been recognized by the U.S.

and is being addressed by the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA). Under contract to DNA, BDM
International is currently developing a database management system for INF, CFE, START, and a
prototype for the CWC International Organization. This compliance monitoring and tracking

system will handle the reporting, formating, distribution, and compliance checking of treaty-
required declarations, notifications, and reports. The commonality and compliance-related focus

assures consistency.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

Under CD/i 108, there are no existing conflicts among the CWC and other treaties. There are,
however, limited cases where issues and conflicts could arise regarding CWC challenge
inspections at facilities covered under other agreements. 'that is, there exists the potential for
misuse of CWC challenge inspection provisions or misuse by other treaties to limit or delay CWC
verification provisions. The probability of such misuse occurring is minimal due to the request for

challenge inspection process in Article IX of the CWC.

Should the threat of misuse be deemed significant, further study shou!d be performed to
identify treaty loopholes and the probability of such conflicts occurring. This will depend on the

scope and provisions of the CWC challenge OSI and related provisions in other treaties. A follow-

on study should focus on the CWC relationship with NPT/IAEA, INF, and START, because of

their quota, suspect site inspection, and declared facility provisions or limitations.

In conclusion, there exists no significant interactions or conflicts, other than the potential,

between the CWC and any other treaty. As a result of this analysis, there are no requirements or
recommendations for resolving conflicts stemming from CWC verification provisions.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE.

The purpose of this analysis was to determine how the verification provisions of other treaties
relate to the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC). These treaties included, the Biological
Weapons Convention (BWC); the Nuclear Testing Talks (NIT); the Intermediate-Range Nuclear
Forces (INF) Treaty; the UN Convention Against Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances; the Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) Treaty; and the Strategic Arms Reductions
Treaty (START). The study also addressed the relationship between the CWC and ongoing
verification regimes such as the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). This study provides
recommendations, where appropriate, to resolve conflicting provisions and to enhance verification

of the CWC.

1.2 BACKGROUND.

The targeting of civilians and military personnel in tht Persian Gulf and the proliferation of
chemical weapons capability to over 20 nations -- some of which are acquiring missile and other
delivery systems of chemical agents -- have alerted national and international leaders to the
breakdown of restraints against chemical weapons use. A number of factors has facilitated the
spread of chemical weapons: they are relatively inexpensive, require modest technological
sophistication to produce, and are generally produced from chemicals and technology with
legitimate industrial applications. The widespread availability of dual-use chemicals and equipment
has simplified the acquisition of chemical weapons and increased the difficulty of controlling them.
Chemical weapons proliferation greatly increases the risk that chemicals will be used in violation of
the 1925 Geneva Protocol, which prohibits the wartime use of asphyxiating, poisonous, or other
gases, and of bacteriological weapons.

In light of this situation, the United States and the Soviet Union, along with a number of other
nations, have encouraged the strengthening of the present system of chemical weapons arms
control that is based on the 1925 Geneva Protocol and on the reluctance of nations to initiate gas
warfare. Since the 1980s, the U.S. has worked toward concluding complex multilateral, UN-

sponsored negotiations and bilateral negotiations with the Soviet Union to draft a comprehensive
arms control treaty that would prohibit producing, stockpiling, transferring, and using chemical
weapons. The treaty, when completed, is expected to go beyond the Geneva Protocol and the

1



Biological Weapons Convention by including a monitoring system to verify compliance. The

CWC verification system, as currently defined in CD/I108, is to be implemented by an

international agency and includes a series of declarations, reporting requirements, on-site

monitoring by instruments, and on-site inspections (OSI).

1.3 TASK OBJECTIVE.

The primary objective of this analysis was to identify the relationships between the verification

provisions of other treaties and the CWC. The end result of the analysis was to offer

recommendations to resolve conflicting provisions between the CWC and other treaties in order to

enhance the effectiveness of CWC verification.

1.4 TASK SCOPE.

BDM based this study on the text of the CWC, CD/1 108, dated August 1991. In addition, the

texts of relevant treaties and protocols were reviewed. The objective was to identify the key

verification provisions in the CWC and other treaties for the comparison between treaties. The key

verification provisions included, but were not limited to, on-site inspection regimes, diversion

prevention and monitoring provisions, technical complexity of verification provisions,

universality, sanctions, and types and use of inspectors/equipment for compliance monitoring.

(See Appendix A.)

The analysis of these provisions was based upon the identification of specific gaps,

overlapping areas, lessons learned, and synergistic efforts or conflicting provisions. The

interaction between the CWC and each treaty was derived from the analysis and presented in a

matrix. (See Appendix B.) From the interaction between the treaties, conclusions were drawn and

recommendations were made to resolve conflicting provisions in the CWC.

This document discusses the verification provisions and the interactions between treaties and

the CWC. Section 2 details the approach used to identify and resolve conflicting provisions

between the CWC and other treaties. Section 3 gives a brief history of the verification tools

discussed throughout the report. Section 4 contains a detailed discussion of the CWC verification

provisions which are the basis for comparison between the CWC and other treaties. The remainder

of the section identifies the verification provisions of each pertinent wnity and their relationships to

the CWC. Lastly, Section 5 gives recommendations on resolving those conflicting provisions in
the Section 4 analysis.

2



SECTION 2
APPROACH

The technical approach to the study supports the purpose of resolving conflicting provisions

and enhancing the verification effectiveness of the CWC. It is illustrated in Figure 1.

Review CWC Review Pertinent
(CDIII08) Tretfles

Identify Verification
Provisions

* OSI
* Diversion and Monitoring
• Technical Complexity
* Universality
* Sanctions
• Types and Use of Inspectors

and Equipmnent

Analye Verification
Provisions

Identify Interactions -
CWC and Other Treaties

"* Gaps
"* Overlaps
"• Lemons Learned
* Synergistic Efforts
• Conflicting Activities
* Matrixii

Recommeand

Figure 1. Technical approach. 4
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The objective was achieved through overlapping "phases" of research and analysis. These
include: (1) a review of pertinent treaties; (2) identification and analysis of the key verification
provisions in each treaty; (3) identification of gaps, areas of overlap, lessons learned, and possible
synergistic efforts or conflicting provisions of each utaty as it relates to the CW(% (4) development
of a matrix of CWC-treaty rehtionships; and (5) recommendatios to enhance CWC verification.

The initial effort focused on the review of the CWC (CD/1 108) and relevant treaties and
agreements, chosen for their verification provisions pertinent to the CWC. These are the:

"* Antarctic Treaty;

"* Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and the IAEA;

* Biological Weapons Convention;

"* Threshold Test Ban Treaty (TTBT);

"* Peaceful Nuclear Explosion Treaty (PNET),

"* INF Treaty;

"* UN Convention Against Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances;

"* U.S.-Soviet Chemical Weapons Agreement (including the Memorandum of
Understanding)

"• CFE Treaty;

"* Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, and

"* "Open Skies."

For each treaty, key verification provisions were Identified and analyzed in terms of their
relationship to the CWC. These provisions include, but are not limited to, the following-

4



& On-site inspection regimes;

0 Diversion prevention and monitoring provisions;

* Technical complexity;

* Universality;

6 Sanctions; and

* Types and use of inspector/equipment for compliance monitoring.

These provisions are presented in tabular form to provide an immediate comparison between
the CWC and each treaty.
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' SECTION 3

A HISTORY OF VERIFICATION MEASURES

Since World War II, the critical issue of f arms control proposal has been the means of
compliance verification. An understanding of the means and history of iasification and the issues
a important for analyzing current treadtis. Previous arms limitations attempts, such as the
Washington Naval Conterence of 1922, had been gentlymin th e s in which the signatories
pledged to abide by the mns without intruscve verification. Unlike the pre-war treaties covering
chemical weapons and naval arms, it was generally perceived that posthwar negotiations would
requch some form of verification of treaty compliance. Allenations of non-compliance would be
resolved by discussions within an international organization much like, or possibly within, the
United Nations UoN).

One of the first arms control efforts was the 1946 U.S. proposal of the "Baruch PMan." It
called for the establishment of an International Atomic Development Authority to be entrusted with
all development and use of atomic energy and fissionable materials. After the establishment of this
control Agency, nuclear weapons production would cease, U.S. weapons would be destroyed,
and the Agealcy would be given nuclear weapons production information. The Agency would
license, control, mantage, and inspect pea..ceful atomic Uses. Before the full enactment of the treaty,

the en iterins would agree to sanctions for treaty violations.

7%e Soviets responded with a proposal calling "for disarmament first, and sanctions and a
control agreement later. The inability to determine whether control or disarmament should come
first contributed to the failure to reach an agreement early in the nuclear yewr. The U.S. and the
Soviets failed to negotiate an arms control treaty for many years because of this basic underlying
problem.

Conceptually, the means through which verification can be accomplished have remained
essentially unchanged in all but one area (national technical means) since the Baruch Plan.
Technological advances have allowed greater precision and monitoring capabilities, and there.fore
higher confidence in verification.

7U genral means or tol of vrfctonl can be separated into five areas:

1) on-site inspectons;
2) monitoring;



r

3) national technical means;
4) cooperative measures; and
5) resolution/control body.

Some verification regimes will consist of several of these means; others will rely upon one

method and exclude another. Many proposals and treaties have contained on-site inspection

provisions. The procedures for these inspections vary and can allow inspectors broad or narrow
rights in searching for weapons/prartices inconsistent with a treaty. Inspection can also include

aerial inspection. A monitoring method closely related to on-site inspection uses observers and/or
devices placed on the terrtories of agreeing parties to observe tests, exercises, and production
facilities. In many cases this monitoring is continuous and employs both personnel and technical

means.

National Technical Means (NTM) is sometimes used as a euphemism for satellite

reconnaissance, but NTM also encompasses seismic, air sampling, and radiation detectors. With
the advent of the space age and other technological advances in the mid- 1960s, both the Soviet and
U.S. Governments could unilaterally employ NTM to adequately verify some agreements without
the need for the intrusiveness of on-site inspection and monitoring.

In some instances, cooperative measures are specified to allow verification. Some treaties call
on State Parties to neither hinder verification methods nor use deception to conceal weapons from
NTM. Cooperation can entail removing facility roofs housing weapons to allow NTM to verify
their contents. In the Strategic Arms Limitations Talks (SALT) H, both sides pledged not to
encrypt missile telemetry to impede verification. Other cooperative measures include data exchange
and prior notification of maneuvers or tests, allowing the events to be monitored and proving
compliance with the levels specified in an agreement.

No treaty can be written to anticipate problems that may be encountered during implementation,

thus, many post-war treaties and proposals included an international consultative body responsible
for resolving problems. Among its other functions, the consultative body may interpret (or
reinterpret) treaty provisions. It attempts to settle disputes and to further define permissible
behavior under the existing treaty, leading to resolution of unforeseen issues or questions of
interpretation.

In examining the verification problems encountered since WWII, it is interesting to note the

evolution of verification means and U.S.-Soviet relations. Pron 1945 to 1953, Joseph Stalin held

7



the Soviet Union in his firm grip. It was out of the question for foreign military and technical
personnel to inspect Soviet military facilities, and national technical means were not sufficiently
mature to verify procedures for any potential treaty from locations outside the Soviet Union.
Stalin, as well as the Korean War, effectively stalled any serious arms control attempts until after
his death and the end of the warin 1953.

During the mid-1950s arms control discussions took place in the Subcommittee on
Disarmament, established under the U.N. Disarmament Commission. It focused on
comprehensive nuclear disarmament and conventional force reduction discussions. Because both
the U.S. and the Soviet Union had entered WVWI as victims of surprise attacks, the subcommittee
agreed that any conventional disarmament plan must include monitoring provisions which would
warn, within sufficient time, of a large scale mobilization preceding an attack. However, the
Soviets objected that any monitoring or inspections before a plan was enacted would constitute
espionage and would be unacceptable. In addition, the Soviets were attempting to keep Germany
divided and militarily weak. This security interest grew from two costly wars between Germany
and the USSR in this century and it remained a central Soviet aim of efforts at arms control in
Europe from the 1950s until recently.

By the 1950s, the U.S. was forced to rethink the Baruch Plan for total nuclear disarmament.

The conventional force imbalance favoring the Soviets caused the U.S. and the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) to rely on nuclear weapons to repel an attack in Central Europe. In
addition, the U.S. realized that nuclear weapons production had increased to such a point that it
was impossible to account for all past nuclear production. This situation made it highly
questionable that an agreement banning all nuclear weapons could be verifiable, even if all states
allowed intrusive verification of their fissionable materials. A potential would remain for a nation
to stockpile enough nuclear weapons to yield a large strategic advantage in a conflict against a
nuclear disarmed state.

On May 10, 1955, the Soviets proposed a comprehensive arms control agreement which
included nuclear testing and production, as well as conventional foxces in Europe; verification
would be through on-site inspection and portal monitoring at selected railway crossings. In
addition, a vaguely defined international organization would control fissionable materials and
would resolve disputes. This agreement served as the heart of all Soviet proposals for the next
several years. The West saw this proposal as an attempt to disarm West Germany and would not
Accept iL Additionally, the U.S. delegations were unable to discuss nuclear swtpile and ntsing
questions, a fact which doomed negoiations durnlg this period.
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In July 1955 the U.S. offered the "Open Skies" proposal, which sought reciprocal aerial

Inspection after the two sides cooperaively exchanged military establishment blueprints and troop
deployment infeomation. Again, the central issue was the chronology: monitoring first, followed

by disarmament, or vice versa. The Soviets remained firm that the propolal sought to legalize

aerial espionage rather than lead to an arms control teay. Between these two Soviet and U.S.

proposals, all verification means -- except NTM - were established as viable and potentially

acceptable for future proposals.

By the late 1950s, comprehensive arms control proposals had met with no success, and earlier

comprehensive arms control efforts then became separate issues negotiated independently. The

attempt to limit or ban nuclear testing became a prime issue. In 1958 a conferewce of British,

French, Canadian, Soviet, and U.S. experts convened in Geneva to discuss the possibility of

verifying a test ban. These experts recommended a system of control posts numbering 160-180

sites, each manned by 30-40 people. Ships and aircraft would also be equipped with sensors to

monitor the oceans. Suspicious events would be investigated by aerial and on-site inspection.

Simultaneously with the conference, the U.S., British, and Soviets began a moratorium on testing

which lasted from March 1958 to August 1961.

A series of other developments muddled these test ban negotiations. The U-2 incident, the

Bexlin Wall, and the Bay of Pigs hurt negotiations between East and West. The Soviets still

appeared reluctant to allow on-site inspection and monitoring stations on their territory when some

within the U.S. scientific community conjectured that the Soviets were violating the testing

moratorium. At the same time, the advent of the space program and other advances brought

technology to a level which allowed some verification of limited arms control objectives using

NT'D.

By 1963, a number of events partially resolved the test ban issue. The Cuban missile crisis

had made both Kennedy and Kruschev much more amenable to reducing the risks inherent in the

arms race. In his June 1963 speech at American University, Kennedy pledged that the U.S. would

continue attempts to negotiate a comprehensive test ban. The Soviets agreed to some on-site

monitoring; however, they wanted two or three sites while the U.S. reduced its proposal from

over 20 to eight or ten. Some analysts of this period have speculated that Kruschev would have

had troble with the Polidtor if be allowed mno, than a few site, while Kennedy would have had

trouble with the Senate had he agreed to less than ten.
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Just as it seemed as if consensus for a comprehensive testing agreement with verification
provisions was within reach, a partial agreement was signed, halting progress on the
Comprehensive Test Ban (CTB). The compromise came in August 1963 with the Limited Tau
Ban Treaty (LTBI). The LTBT, which banned weapons tests in the atmospher,, in space, and
under water, was readily verifiable without using intrusive means. and had public support driven
by concern about the dangers of nuclear tests. In die early 1960s the hazards of radiation stirted

domestic concerns about atmospheric tesing. These concerns provided the impetus for a quick
resolution of the testing issue. Technologically, verifying an above-ground test ban was not a
difficult task and could be accomplished solely through NTM, without on-site Inspections or
monitoring stations. Accordingly, the LTBT made no provisions for verification. As a result of
these two factors, rather than being a stepping stone for a comprehetsive testing agreement, the
LTBT quelled domestic concerns over testing and averted the need for an additional CM
agreement. Within months of signing the agreement, Kennedy and Kruachev were gone fom
power, along with their first-hand knowledge of the dangers of nuclear instability. For a decade
the leadership change slowed progress in nuclear testing agreements between the two powers.

Between 1957 and 1968, the U.S. took part in numerous multilateral arms control efforts
which laid a ground work for future verification regimes. The IAEA, established in 1957, was a
weakened version of international control authority for nuclear power that the Baruch Plan had
foreseen a decade earlier. The IARA facilitates the peaceful use of nuclear energy and provides
safeguards against misuse of nuclear materials and equipment. The Antarctic Treaty, signed in
1959, was the first treaty that provided for on-site inspection. The Latin America Nuclear Free
Zone Treaty (1967) also allowed far OSI. These two treaties were relatively easy tu sign and have
been referred to as "non-armament" treaties. No states had to give up anything they already had.
Instead, they were giving up future acquisitions. The last multilateral treaty in this timeframe was
the Non-Proliferation Treaty. In addition to restricting nuclear prolim tion, this Treaty called for
Superpower commitment to nuclear arms reductions and led eventually to the SALT discussions.

During the early stages of the SALT negotiations, the two Superpowers agreed to discuss
limiting delivery systems rather than warheads. Had warheads been counted, It is very likely that
an intrusive verification means would have been required. By contst, counting delivery systems
was comparatively easy. In 1972, both parties' intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) were
deployed in fixed hardened silos; NTM would detect additional silo construction. The U.S. stated
that mobile ICBM deployment would be considered inconsismet with dte Trmy's objective as
NTM could not verify thes systems. NTM could ve=ify long-range bombers and ballistic missile

submarines, as well as the defensive and-ballistic missile (ABM) systems limited in these
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agreements, to a reasonable degree. The verification means remained the same in the SALT HI
discussions and in the unratifled treaty.

Early in the SALT negotiadom, both sides rlized the need for a c•mmisluon to address issues
concerning possible non-compliance. For this reason they establihed the Standing Consultative
Commission (SCC). The SCC mnee1 twice a year to discuss any relevant issues. These meeting
records were secret, in the hope for fank, non-political discussiont. In 1979 President Carer

declassified the subject matter of previous SCC discussions in a bid to show that the verification

provisions of SALT I had been effective in preventing non-compliance. These documents revealed

that in one instance the Soviets had fired SA-5 missiles in a way that, according to the U.S., tested
the system in an ABM mode. In another case U.S. construction workers performing maintenance
on a missile silo erected a small building that int-rfeRed with Soviet N The SCC resolved these
and other issues.

During the 1980s the SCC's role was questioned because of its inability to resolve issues such

as the Krasnayarsk radar construction. The Soviets contended that the facility was a space tracking
radar, while the U.S. felt that it constituted a violation of the ABM Treaty. In 1985 Secretary of

Defense Weinberger noted how politicized the SCC issue had become, stating, "The SCC has

become a diplomatic carpet under which Soviet violations have been swept, an Orwellian memory
hole into which our concerns have been dumped like yesterday's trash." Several years later the

Soviets admitted that the Krasnoyarsk radar was not permitted under SALT, and they began
dismantling the system.

Evenn abroad and the U.S. domestic political environment during the late 1970s and early
1980s threw a shadow over "trusting" the Soviets. The Soviets applied a questionable

interpretation to a SALT provision which allowed each party to increase its missiles' dimensions.
Their interpretation allowed the Soviets to develop missiles with far greaer throw-weight than
U.S. negotiators expected. The 1979 revelation that U.S. intelligence had recently identified a

Soviet brigde in Cuba which had been ther for years raised questions about NTM capabilities.

The Shah's fail and the loss of collection assets in bran gave rise to additional questions of SALT II
verifiability. Finally, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan effectively killed SALT II ratification.
These developments gave many U.S. policymakers and the public the perception, correct or

incorrect. that the U.S. intelligence community could not fully verify an arm control agrement
solely thwgh NMX. The situations signaled the Soviets and the U.S. President that any futr
arms control agreement would require intrusive verification means.
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The Soviet domestic political climate has changed considerably over the last decade Although
the Soviets seemed more amenable to arms control during the Bruhnev years than under the Stalin
reign, they were still reluctant to allow U.S. inspectors into the Soviet Union. The NTT allowed
limited on-site monitoring provisions, but this was the exception rather than the rule in
negotiations. Gorbachev's ascendancy further changed Soviet views so'ardl intrusive verification.
Interestingly, these Treaties, although negotiated in the mid- 1970s, are being enacted only now.

Other treaties, such as SALT II, continued to employ NTM as the only verification means. The
Soviets had stated thmt some of their SS- 17, -18, and - 19 ICBMs with multiple independent reentry

vehicles (MIRVs) carried only one (albeit large) warhead. The U.S. position was that if the
systems carrying only one warhead were not counted as MIRVed platforms, intrusive inspections
of the missile bus were needed. The Soviets then agreed that all missiles tested as a MIRVed

platform would be counted as such.

During the time thes political developments occurred, technological developments changed the
arms control emphasis away from NTM. Rather than monitoring large fixed systems, as SALT
required, the INF negotiations required verifying the destruction of small, mobile weapon systems.

To successfully accomplish this mission, NTM would need augmentation with on-site inspection,
monitoring, and cooperative means. Similarly, due to mobile ICBM deployment, the START
Treaty would also require means beyond NTM.

Current negotiations have produced a proliferation of resolution bodies. The Reagan
Administration had severely questioned the SCC's capability in handling compliance violations.
Some in the U.S. Administration felt that each treaty should establish a compliance commission.
For this reason, a new body was required to hear questions on INP compliance. One such body
was the Special Verification Commission (SVC). It differed slightly from the SCC L'i that
meetings could take place as required rather than twice a year, and that SVC meeting results are
made public. The compliance forum for the CFE Treaty is the Joint Consultative Group (JCG).
The Joint Compliance and Inspection Commission (JCIC) will handle problems specific to the
START agreement; the Organization will serve this function in the CWC

In the 1950s, on-site verification was considered a necessary requiremem for any arms control
verification regime. In the 1960s and 70s, NTM seemed to have obviated this contentious

necessity. Ton years ago an arms control proposal with an intrusive verification provision would
have been unattainable. Now on-site and aerial inspection provisions am an Integral verification

aspect for many arms treaties recently negotiated or currently under negotiation. Under the Vienna
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Agreement, aerial inspection is a major component, with the U.S. advocating an "Open Skies"
agreement. CFE. START, and the CWC call for intrusive measures of verification. Today's
verification regimes in arms, control proposals recognize the limitations of NTM, and intrusive
momn ame becoming accepted. The Treaty-Limied Eqnpmeut MEl) dictae the shi ft fom Nlth
and the policy demands capabilities beyond NIMlv.

It is in this evolving context that the data collection, analysis Interpretation, and insights were
addressed for each treaty. These historical considerations assisted in the review and analysis of the

Mdates and findings. This information provides a conternporary perspective to Influence the
research and analysis of each treaty.
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SECTION 4
TREATY VERIFICATION PROVISIONS

This discussion of the CWC, CD/i108, includes a brief history of the CWC and a detailed

discussion of its verification provisions. It provides the basis for comparison between the CWC

and other treaties. The remainder of the section identifies the verification provisions pertinent to
each treaty and the relationshipr/interaction with the CWC.

It should be noted that not all treaties, despite some general functional similarities, contain the

verification detail of the CWC. Hence, the level of detail governing any one facet of a particular
treaty varies considerably. As a result, the discussions which follow identify the relevant aspects

of each treaty and its relationship to the CWC.

4.1 THE CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION (CWC).

4.1.1 Overview.

For more than sixty years the 1925 Geneva Protocol, which bans wartime use of poison gas
and biological weapons, has been the principal international legal instrument limiting the use of
chemical weapons. Many nations, however, do not consider themselves bound by its irovisions if
another nation uses chemical weapons against them first, and the Protocol does not regulate the
manufacture ead storage of chemical weapons. The Protocol's limitations prompted the United
Nations to authorize the Conference on Disarmament (CD) to conduct negotiations on a
multinational convention to totally ban chemical weapons; and in 1980, an Ad Hoc Working Group
on Chemical Weapons of the Conference on Disarmament was established. While progress was
made in the early 1980s (particularly the drafting of a CWC in 1984) later development -- notably
reports of proliferation and Iraq's extensive use of chemical weapons against Iran during the Gulf
War and against its Kurdish population during 1987-1988 -- focused unprecedented global efforts
on a chemical weapons ban.

The CWC (CD/1108) Rolling Text prohibits the development, production, possession,
acquisition, retention, and direct or indirect transfer of chemical weapons, and the use or
preparation for use of chemical weapons. State Parties also agree not to assist or encourage other
nations to produce chemical weapons. The CWC further mandates the declaration and destruction
of existing chemical weapon stockpiles and production facilities. Stockpiles and facility
destruction must begin within one year and must be completed not later than ten years after the
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CWC enters into force. The CWC also categorizes chemicals into three Schedules based upon

their toxicity and suitability for use in weaponry. Schedule 1 contains super-toxic lethal chemicals,
such as nerve agents and mustard gas, that have no purpose other than In a weapons capacity. The
production, stockpiling, and possession of these chemicals are prohibited except for limited
quantities for research, medical, or protective purposes. Schedule 2 lists chemicals that have
principally a legitimate commercial use, but can serve as key precursors to warfare agents or to the
production of Schedule 1 chemicals. Schedule 3 lists chemicals that have a chemical weapons
potential but are used principally for peaceful purposes. The aim of verification will be to verify
that declared facilities are not used to produce any chemical listed in Schedule 1; the quantities of
Schedule 2 chemicals are consistent with the needs of activities not prohibited by the CWC; and the
chemicals listed in Schedule 3 are not diverted or used for prohibited purposes.

In an effort to ensure the non-production of chemical weapons, the CWC requires State Parties
with no chemical weapons to comply with the verification provisions. The CWC also mandates
the regulation and monitoring of the following chemical production activities not prohibited by the
Convention: (1) industrial, agricultural, research, medical or other peaceful purposes; (2) military
purposes not connected with the use of chemical weapons; and (3) protective purposes, such as
those directly related to protection against chemical weapons. These activities, particularly those of
the diversified global chemical and pharmaceutical industries whose production may be converted
to lethal agents, make the task of che,,ical weapons verification more difficult and necessarily more
extensive and intrusive than for other arms control initiatives.

4.1.2 Key Verification Provisions.

The CWC relies heavily on an international on-site presence for monitoring compliance with its
obligations. This involves routine and challenge Ol, and allows for continuous monitoring of
sites and facilities with specialized on-site instruments (e.g., automatic data gathering and sampling
devices, tamper-proof seals, and cameras). The conclusion of agreements on subsidiary
arrangements facilitate the on-site inspection and monitoring provisions. Table 1 summarizes the
verification provisions in CD/1 108.

Under Section 1, paragraph 3 of Part 11 in the Protocol on Inspection Procedures, each State
Party will conclude a facility agreement with the Organization for each facility declared and subject
to initial and routine on-site inspections under Articles IV, V, and Annexes I and 2 of Article VI.
Each agreement will be based on model agreements and will detail the arrangements governing
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Tabla . Key v#rlflcadoi provisions - CWC.

PROVISIONS CWC

Initial inspection
ON-SITE INSPECTION Routine irispection
REGIME Challenge inspection

Alleged use of chemical weapons

DIVESIONContinuous monitoring
DIEVERSION AN Ddataeportingfdaclandtons
PREVNT ION AND Sample analysis
PROVIITORNG peiee securing at chiallenge site

PROVIIONSContinuous presence of inspectors

TECHNICAL
COMPILJrI O)F Low to high levels
VERIFICATION
PROVISIONS

Assist and protect against chemical. weapons
UNIVERSALITY Research. share and excainge chemicals. equpment and information

relating to development and noa-probibited opplication of chemistry

SPs will enact penal legislation

SANCTIONS Organization can restrict or suspend SP rights and privileges
Collective measures in conformity with international law, UN
General Assembly. and Security Council

TYPES AND USE OF
INSFT7"70RS/ Types and use of inspectors are undefined
EQUIPMENT FOR System may include samsors, ancillary equipment. tainsmission
COMPL-IANCE systems arnd employ sampling devices, seals, cameras
MONITORING

The International Origanization:
RESOLUTION BODY Possibly involve the international Court of Justic and the UN

General Assembly and Security Council

OTHER Facility agreement
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Inspections at each facility. In addition, the Model Agreement will include provisions to take into
account future technological developments. Facility agreements will be concluded for.

0 chemical weapons storage and destruction facilities (Article IV);

• chemical weapons production facilities (Article V);

* the single small-scale facility and approved facilities outside the single small-scale facility

producing Schedule I chemicals (Annex i to Article VI); and

* facilities that pr .duce, process, or consume Schedule 2, parts A and B chemicals (Annex

2 to Article VI).

Facility agreements will not govern those sites producing, processing, or consuming Schedule

3 chemicals, These chemicals will be subject only to monitoring by data reporting; no routine OSI
or continuous monitoring by on-site instruments will occur.

Section VI.D of Part I in the Protocol on Inspection Procedures specifies the rights of inspector

teams when conducting an inspection. They are:

"• unimpeded access to the inspection site and choice of items to be inspected-

"* right to interview any facility personnel to establish relevant facts;

"* right to inspect documentation and records deemed relevant;

"* right to request instant photographs be taken; and

right to request the inspected State Party take specified samples and perform on-site

analysis of these samples.

Additional rights are established for conducting challenge inspections and investigating the

alleged use of chemical weapons. These rights are discussed later in this subsection.

Article IV and its Annex address chemical weapons verification. Immediately upon receipt of a

declaration, Inspectors will conduct initial on-site inspections of chemical weapons storage facilities
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to verify the accuracy of the information. They can employ agreed seals, markers, or other
inventory control procedures to facilitate an accurate inventory of the chemical weapons at each
storage facility. Subsequently, the facilities will be subject to routine monitoing to ensure that no
undetected removal of chemical weapons takes place. The monitoring will be initiated as early as
possible after receipt of the declaration and will continue until all chemical munitions have been

removed from the storage facility. This will be ensured, in accordance with the subsidiary
arrangements, through a combination of continuous monitoring with on-site instruments and
routine on-site inspections or, where the use of on-site instruments is not feasible, by the
continuous presence of inspectors. During routine inspections, the inspectors will verify that the
monitoring system is functioning correctly and will verify the inventory in an agreed nuwrrer of

bunkers and storage areas. Additionally, inspectors will be present when chemical weal".-'s are
removed from the storage facility and will verify that the chemical weapons on the inventory are

loaded onto the transport vehicle, at which time they will seal the cargo and/or means of transport.
In accordance with agreement on storage facility subsidiary arrangements, inspectors will have
unimpeded access to all parts of the storage facilities including any munitions, devices, bulk
containers, or other containers therein. Inspectors have the right to choose the items to be

inspected, and to receive samples taken at their request from any devices, bulk containers, and
other containers at the facility.

Regarding the movement of chemical weapons from the storage facility to the destruction
facility, inspectors will verify this arrival at the destruction facility by checking the seals on the
cargo and/or means of transport, and will verify the inventory accuracy of the chemical weapons

transported and stored, employing agreed seals, markers, or other inventory control procedures.
As long as chemical weapons are stored at chemical weapon storage facilities at destruction
facilities, the storage facilities will be subject to routine monitoring by either physical observation
performed by inspectors or the use of devices. Inspectors will, in accordance with the subsidiary
arrangements, have unimpeded access to all parts of the destruction facilities, and the storage
facilities and, any munitions, devices, bulk containers, or other containers therein. Inspectors have
the right to choose the items to be inspected; to monitor the systematic on-site analysis of samples
during the destruction process; and to receive samples taken at their request from any devices, bulk
containers, and other containers at the destruction facility or storage facility therein.

Article V and its Annex define the verification procedures of chemical weapons production

facilities. Verification of the facility declarations will begin with an initial OSI to confirm that all
activity has ceased except that required for closure, and to confirm through initial and subsequent
routine OSI the accuracy of the declarations. Inspectors will employ agreed seals, markers, or
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other inventory control procedures to facilitate an accurate Inventory of the declared items at the

production facility. Subsequent to the initial OSI to confirm declarations, the inspectors will
conduct OSI at each production facility to verify that closure has occured. The routine uminiring
of chemical production facilities is to ensure that no resumption chemical weapons production nor
remov a of declared items is left undetected at this facility. Closure cessation will be ensured by a

combination of continuous monitoring with on-site Instruments and routine verification by OSI or,
where the continuous monitoring of on-site instruments is not feasible, by the presence of

inspectors. Inspectors will have unimpeded access to all parts of the chemical weapons production
facilities. Inspectors will choose the items on the declared inventory to be inspected. The
destruction of chemical weapons production facilities will be verified and confirmed that each item
in the declared inventory is destroyed in accordance with the facilities' detailed destruction plan.

Article VI specifies those activities not prohibited under the CWC and the use of Schedule 1, 2,
and 3 chemicals. Annex 1 to Article VI addresses the verification of Schedule 1 chemicals. These
chemicals are strictly limited to research, medical, pharmaceutical, and protective purposes, and to
quantities of less than or equal to one metric ton. Chemical production for the above-specified
purposes will occur at (1) a single small-scale facility approved by the State Party, or (2) at
approved facilities outside the single small-scale facility provided the aggregate amount does not

exceed that stated in the CWC. The purpose of verification at the single small-scale facility will be
to verify that the quantities and aggregate amounts of Schedule 1 chemicals produced are correctly
declared. An initial inspection will verify this information; subsequently, the facility will be subject
to routine OSI and monitoring with on-site instruments. Likewise, the purpose of verification
activities of the approved facilities outside the single small-scale will be to verify that the facility is
not used to produce any chemical listed in Schedule I except for the declared chemical; the
quantities of the chemical listed in Schedule 1 produced, processed or consumed are correctly

declared and consistent with needs for the declared purposes; and that the chemical listed in
Schedule I is not diverted or used for other purposes. These facilities will also be subject to
routine OSI and monitoring with on-site insmiments.

Annex 2 to Article VI specifies the verification procedures of Schedule 2, Parts A and B. Each
State Party will subject chemicals listed in Schedule 2, Parts A and B, and facilities which produce,
process, or consume them to monitoring by data reporting, routine OSI, and use of on-site

nsruments. The aim will be to verify that declared facilities are not used to produce any chemical
listed in Schedule 1; the quantities of chemicals listed in Schedule 2 produced, processed, or
consumed are consistent with the needs of activities not prohibited by the CWC and the chemicals

listed in Schedule 3 are not diverted or used for prohibited purposes.
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Section MIA of Part II in the Protocol on Inspection Procedures addresses the standIng
mnegmm for continuous monitoinS by instruments to be applied to the initial and routine
Inspectlons discussed above. Th Technical Secretariat will have the right to install and use
continuous monitoring instruments and systems and seals confocming to the facility areements,
which will specify the types of continuous monitoring sysum e.g., sensors ancillary equipment,
and transmission systems. These systems will incorporate tamper-indicating and tamper-resistant
devices as well as data protections and data authentication features. Th Technical Secretariat will
have the right to carry out necessary engineering surveys, construction, emplacement,

maintenance, repair, replacement, and removal of continuous monitoring instruments, systems,
and seals. During each routine inspection, the inspection team will verify that the monitoring
system functions correctly and that emplaced seals ae untampered.

Article IX addresses clarification and fact-finding procedures when one State Party is
suspicious of another's compliance. The conduct of a challenge inspection pursuant to Article IX
is discussed in Section M1 of Part III in the Protocol on Inspection Procedures. Such inspections
will be performed by inspectors and inspection assistants especially designated for this function.
Upon arrival at the inspection site, the inspection team can secure the inspection site, patrol its
perimeter, station personnel at the exits, use approved equipment to monitor the perimeter of the
site, and inspect any transportation leaving or entering the site. In addition, the inspection team can
decide that no transports can leave the inspection site during the course of the inspection until
permitted to ensure that relevant material is not destroyed or removed from the site. For the
purpose of protecting confidential dats, the inspected State Party can apply measures, e.g.,
shrouding, to protect sensitive installations and prevent disclosure of non-chemical weapons-
related information; however, these measures cannot interfere with the inspection. In CD/I 108,
inspectors have the right to inspect the entire inspection site, including shrouded or
environmentally protected objects and the interiors of structures, containers, and vehicles.

Inspectors conducting challenge inspections will also have the right to collect any air, soil, wipe, or
effluent samples from the inspection site and at the site perimeter upon arrival and throughout the

inspection period.

Challenge inspection provisicns remain a major issue at the Conference on Disarmament. In
July 1991, Australia, Japan, the U.K., and the United States tabled a working paper
recommending new text on challenge inspections. This proposal is a shift from the earlier
approach of anywhere, anytime, and no right of refusal" inspections. It applies only to so~called
challenge inspections against installations that have been declared psuant to Article IX. The
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U.S.-led proposal allows the challenged country to protw sensitive installations from challenge

inspections and restlert inspectors access to sites. Under such cicumsmances, the suspected
country would be required to make an effort to demonstrate its cmapliance in ms,,, athe
challenging party's issue. The working paper would allow up to a week to pus between the

notification of the intent to inspect and the start of the inspection itself, thus allowing sensitive
material to be removed f•e the sit

Under the inspection of the alleged use of chemical weapons (Protocol on Inspection

Procedures, Part IV, Section M), the inspection team will have the right to access any areas which

could be affected by the alleged use of chemical weapons. It will also have the right of access to

hospitals, refugee camps, and other locations it deems relevant to the effective investigation of the

alleged use of chemical weapons (CW). The inspection team will have the right to collect samples,
to include toxic chemicals, munitions and devices, remnants of munitions and devices,

environmental samples (air, soil, vegetation, water, snow) and biomedkal samples from human or
animal sources (blood, urine, excreta, tissue). The team will have the right to interview and

examine persons who may have been affected by the alleged CW use, the right to interview

eyewitnesses to the alleged CW use, to interview medical personnel, to access medical histories,
and to participate in autopsies of persons who may have been affectee by CW.

The CWC does not define the types and use of inspectors and inspection assistants for initial,
I iine, and challenge on-site inspections and investigations of alleged use of chemical weapons.

S4 International is performing a study on the CWC inspector functions, qualifications, and
trawing, and will provide its conclusions in a subsequent repot The CWC does, to some extent,

specify the types and use of monitoring equipment. Continuous monitoring systems can consist of
sensoe , ancillary equipment, and transmission systems, and will incorporate tamper-indicating
and, ,per-resistant devices as well as data protection and data authentication features The actual

equipment to be used for verification will be specified in facility agreements concluded between a
State Party and the Organization for the purpose of routine inspections

4.1.3 Conclusions.

The CWC, when completed, will go far beyond the Geneva Protocol by including a system of

monitoring to effectively verify compliance. The International Organization will implement the
system, under CD01]08, which will include a series of declaratis, reporting requirements,

monitoring by on-site instruments, and routine and challenge on-site inspections. To effectively
verify non-production of chemical weapons and non-dvuslo of key chemical precursors, the
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Convention will subject conmmer facilitdes as well as Oovment installations to its provisions

Thadom a domestic implemnentation system will be necessary so mure that the United Samts Is

in conpltmm with the Trety mad to filitate the Oepniztim-2 vueado. a(U.S. compbaf.

While the CWC differs from other arms control aseraents, it is feasible that there will be
overlaps, gaps, synergism, and conflicts between it and oth tMaes that may aid in itB negtiation

and completion. In addition, lessons learned may be applied to the CWC to enhance its

effectiveness in banning chemical weapons and their proliferation.

4.2 ANTARCTIC TREATY.

4.2.1 Overview.

The Antarctic Treaty was the first successfully negotiated arms control treaty in the post-WWU

era, and it contributed to a partial detente in U.S.-Soviet relations in the late 1950s. The Treaty
resulted fnam international joint scientific studies conducted in Antarctica dunng the Inmnational
Geophysical Year (IGY) in 1957. When these studies proved useful, many in the international

scientific community expressed interest in keeping Antarctica open to continued scientific

investigation and exploration. Simultaneously, a partial thaw in U.S.-Soviet relations contributed
to a feeling of goodwill between the two supepowers. Negotiations in Geneva looked promising,

and both the U.S. and the Soviets refrained froom testing nuclear weapons during the moratorium

of 1958 to 1961, allowing a common ground to be established quickly widhout political antagonism
subverting the effort.

Through provisions designed to prevent militarization and to ensure peaceful international

cooperation, the Antarctic Treaty has served as a model for other exclusionary or "non-armament"
treaties, such as the Latin American Nuclear-Free Zone, the NIT, and the Outer Space Treaty.
None of the nations with bases or exploration activities in Antarctica had used the continent for

military purposes; however, the possibility existed that the continent would become militarized in
the future. This Treaty pledged the signatories to ensure that Antarctica is used solely for peaceful
purposes. It also diffused overlapping territorial claims by making the continent international.

The Treaty was signed at the Washington Conference in December 1959 by the 12 nations
involved in the IGY scientific research in the region: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile,

France, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa, the Soviet Uninm, the United Kingdom and
the United States. Since the Washington Conference, 13 other nations have sined the Antarctic
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Treaty. The original Treaty has been supplemented with a number of conventions and agreed
measures covering environmmentl issues such as flora, fauna, and soas. The intent has bee to use
the original Treaty as a building block to construct further protection of the continent's fragile

4.2.2 Key Verification Pro•isions.

This Treaty was the first multilateral arms control effort to contain provisions for verification
The Treaty allows anytime, anywhere on-site inspections without equipment limitations.
Additionally, unrestricted aerial inspection is permitted "at any firm over any and all areas of
Antarctica," exclusive of bird or seal concentrations. There are no diversion prevention and
monitoring provisions, universality clauses, or sanctions, Lastly, the Treaty contains provirions
for consultation and dispute resolution through the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting. The
verification provisions are listed in Table 2 and expanded upon in the following discussion.

The Treaty's inspection provisions are quite general and untechnical. Under Article VII, each
signatory has the right to designate: inspectmo who can inspect "all areas of Antarctica, including all
stations, installations and equipment within those areas, and all ships and aircraft at points of
discharging or embarking cargoes or personnel in Antarctica." Because there is no private or
nationally held property in Antactica, the Treaty does not have to concern the rights of individuals
or corporations. The only requirement for inspection specified by the Treaty is that the inspecting
party forward the inspectrs' names to the inspced party prior to the inspection.

Several parties have exercised the rights of inspection under the Treaty. New Zcaland

performed the first inspection under the Treaty in 1963, followed by British and Australian
inspections in the same year. The U.S. has exercised the inspection provision more than any
signatory. Its inspectors visited sites in Antarctica nine times between 1964 and 1989. There have
been no reported uses of Antarctica for military purposes (although there have been rumors of
small scale military maneuvers by some nations) which made the inspections for military
equipment perfunctory. Today, U.S. inspectors concern themselves mostly with environmental

issues.
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U.S. inspection teams are a mix of civilian personnel from the scientific community and

military personnel under the direction of the State Deparment. The inspectors mgeneraly ar lightly

equipped, performing their missions mainly with cameras, pens, and paper. The treaty does not

prohibit using technically complex equipment, but in performing these functions, inspectors

generally do not wish to be burdened with additional equipment. During the first inspections,

teams possibly carried Geiger counters.

Article IX of the Treaty establishes that the signiatories shall meet in Antarctic Treaty

Consultative Meetings. Since 1961 there have been a total of fifteen meetings held at

approximately two-year intervals. These meetings take place behind closed doors to allow frank

discussions and exchanges of views. Over the last few years, however, these meetings have

become more public, and meeting documentation is published prior to the next meeting. The

Consultative Meetings allow for the resolution of disputes concerning the Treaty and any of the

related agreements and follow-on conventions. Should a Consultative Meeting fail to successfully
resolve an outstanding issue, the issue is referred to the International Court of Justice (ICJ).

4.2.3 Interaction Between the CWC and the Antarctic Treaty.

The anytime, anywhere OSI provisions of the Antarctic Treaty and the challenge inspection

provisions of the CWC allow inspectors a great deal of latitude in carrying out their mission. In

Antarctica the provisions have no impact on military forces, as they are intended to ensure that

research facilities are not being used for military purposes. In this respect, the OSI provisions are

not as intrusive as the CWC, which allows OSI on military bases. A summary of the interaction

between the CWC and the Antarctic Treaty is contained in Table 3.

4.2.4 Conclusions.

The Antarctic Treaty is an important forerunner to many recent and ongoing arms control

agreements. Its verification provisions establish a precedent for on-site inspection that will be

greatly expanded upon under the CWC. Other than the similarity of OSI intrusiveness and the

consultative meeting functions which will be accomplished by the CWC Organization there is no

significant interction between the Antarctic Treaty and the CWC. This is due in large part to two
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factors: (1) OSI of Antau•tica does not impact on military nor commereal industry because none
exists on the continent, and (2) the focus of the Treaty has shifted to environmental issues due to
the absence of a military presence.

4.3 NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY (NPT) AND THE IAEA.

4.3.1 Overview.

On-site inspections are already part of the several arms control or non-proliferation agreements
to which the United States is a party. The only system that approaches the scope and complexity
of the regime envisioned in the proposed CWC is the program of international safeguards defined
in agreements between the IAEA and individual nations.

To understand th= rationale behind this safeguards system and how it evolved, one must step
back in time to the end of World War H when the United Statas possessed a virtual monopoly on
nuclear technology, materials, and weapons. Following the war, U.S. policy was to deny access
to others by imposing a total ban on nuclear exports. However, President Eisenhower announced
a key shift in policy in his "Atoms for Peace" address in 1953, which promoted the peaceful
worldwide application of nucleau energy. The next year, this new U.S. policy of nuclear
cooperation was reflected in the Atomic Energy Act, which promised foreign nations peaceful
nuclear assistance in return for assurances of non-diversion to military purposes. These
assurances were demonstratem through bilateral agreements between the U.S. and recipient states.
In time, these agreements were superseded by an international system administered by the IAEA
when its Statute entered into force July 29, 1957. The role of the IAEA safeguards was
considerably extended by the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, commonly

called the NPT.

The NPT was signed on July 1, 1968, by 62 nations, including the United States, Britain, and
the Soviet Union. Today, there ame over 130 parties to the treaty. In 1968 the U.S. Senate stalled
on ratification afd.r the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in August. However, in March 1970,
the Senate ratified the Treaty which entered into force March 5, 1970.

The NPIT grew from worldwide concern over the increasing numbe" of nuclear weapon states -
- the USSR in 1949, the U.K. in 1952, France in 1960, and the People's Republic of China in
1964 - and the proliferation of nuclear reactors for energy power. In addition to power, nuclear
reactors produce plutonium - a fissionable material that. when chemically separated, can be used
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to manufacture nuclear weapons. Diversion of this material from peaceful to weapon use would
greatly increase the risk of war as a result of accident, unauthorized use, or escalation of regional
conflicts, and would threaten world security.

NPT provisions attempt to prevent the diversion of nuclear materials to nuclear weapons or
other nuclear explosive devices. To accomplish this, the NPT sets three goals:

To prevent the further spread of nuclear weapons by prohibiting:

" Nuclear weapon state parties from transferring to any recipient and assisting non-
nuclear states in acquiring nuclear weapons, and

" Non-nuclear weapon state parties from receiving, manufacturing, or otherwise
acquiring or sfeldng assistance in the manufacture of nuclear weapons;

* To promote the peaceful uses of nuclear energy under IAEA safeguards; and

To encourage nuclear disarmament, the cessation of the nuclear arms race, and general
and complete disarmament.

The IAEA played a major role in implementing the NPT and verifying its provisions. Article
MI of the NPT dictates that non-nuclear weapon signatories agree to negotiate, conclude, and
accept an agreement with the IAEA subjecting all peaceful nuclear activities to safeguards for the
purpose of verification. Many non-nuclear-weapon states were adamantly opposed to this
provision, which placed the burdeai of safeguards only upon them. They argued that this
requirement would place their industries at a commercial disadvantage by interfering with efficient
operations and threatening to compromise trade and industrial secrets. Repeated efforts at
compromise failed, and by late 1967 the issue had become a serious obstacle to acceptance of NPT
by major industrial non-nuclear-weapon states. To break the impasse, on December 2, 1967,
President Johnson agreed that the U.S. would permi: the IAEA to apply its safeguards to all
nuclear activities in the U.S., excluding only those with direct national security significance. It
was a gesture of good faith, made primarily to demonstrate U.S. commitment to non-proliferation.
Two days later, the United Kingdom announced a similar offer and, subsequently, all nuclear-
weapon states concluded such agreements with the IAA. The U.S.JLAEA agreement was signed
in 1977 and entered into force in 1980.
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The purpose of the IAEA is two-fold: to promote peaceful uses of atomic energy through
technical assistance, and to apply international safeguards to deter the diversion of nuclear material

from peaceful to weapons use. To wcomplish these purposes, the IAEA enters into agreements

with individual states. Each state desiring to become a party to the NPT agrees to accept

safeguards on all source and fissionable material used in peaceful nuclear activities and, in turn,

gives the Agency the right and obligation to apply safeguards for the purpose of verifying that such

material is indeed not diverted.

Safeguards agreements which are based upon a model agreement, enumerate specific

responsibilities of each party, such as:

" The state will supply a list of all relevant facilities, design information on facilities

selected by Agency to receive safeguards, and initial and periodic inventory reports;

" The state will establish and maintain a State System of Accounting and Control (SSAC)

and make these records available for review;, and

" The Agency will apply safeguards, designate inspectors, and protect commercial facilities

and industrial secrets.

The Agreement also specifies conditions under which financial obligations are met, how

transfers of nuclear material are accomplished, and how safeguards terminate.

In addition to the Agreement, the IAEA concludes with each member Subsidiary

Arrangements, which outline fully how the procedures laid down in the Agreement are to be

implemented. Facility Attachments, which describe each facility and specify in detail how

safeguards will be applied, are an integral part of the Subsidiary Arrangements.

The IAEA is the first and only multilateral system in which sovereign nations permit

international teams to collect data and to inspect both government complexes and private

installations to verify an arms control agreement. Thus its successes and failures in practice

deserve attention in light of its applicability to the Chemical Weapons Convention now under

negotiation.
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4.3.2 Key Verification Provisions.

This section discusses the verification provisions presented in Table 4.

On-site Insnectiens

The IAEA's on-site inspection regime is established in the Agency's Subsidiary Arrangements
with each member. The United States and the IAEA agreed upon arrangements that provide for ad
ho, routine, and special inspections of declared facilities. Ad hoc inspections verify information
on initial reports (and any subsequent changes), and reports regarding imports and exports of
nuclear material. Routine inspections verify that reports and records remain consistent and that
book inventory and physical inventory are reconciled. These inspections are used to suggest
possible causes of any discrepancies. The Subsidiary Arrangements determine the number and
intensity of routine inspections, which may occur unannounced under specified circumstances.
Special inspections verify information on special reports submitted after an unusual incident, for
example, if safeguarded material is lost; or if information provided by the U.S. is, in the Agency's
opinion, inadequate. The usefulness of special inspections has not been established since they
have not been used to any significant extent. (Reference 1.)

Diversion Prevention and Monitoring Provisions

Material Accountancy and Containment ISurveillance. The IAEA Statue states that material

accountancy should be "a safeguards measure of fundamental importance." The basic principle of
material accountancy is that of a measured material balance, based on the bookkeeping identity:
beginning inventory + inputs - outputs = ending inventory. This bookkeeping is not perfect
because of measurement uncertainties, holdup in* equipment and unmeasured losses, but the
amounts of materials unaccounted for (MUF) are typically one percent or less. (Reference 2.) The
IAEA is in a position to assess any material unaccounted for through such measures as reviewing
reports and records, taking a physical inventory, making independent counts and measurements,
and verifying the functions and calibrations of equipment.

Containment and surveillance (C/S) are important complementary measures. The basic
principle of these safeguards is that if a quantity of nuclear material is known to have been placed
in a space, and is believed not to have been removed, then that quantity should still be present in
that space. Common examples of C/S devices are wire seals and tamper-proof devices applied to
containers whose material content is known, and cameras used to monitor areas where the nuclear
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material is stored. Significant MUF or unresolved discrepancies or anomalies discovered by any
of these approaches indicate a lack of assurance that a diversion did not occur, and a need for

further direct verification is indicated.

Seals. A seal is a tamper-indicating device used to join movable segments of a container in a
manner such that access to the contents becomes impossible without breaking the seal or the

container.

Continuous Monitoring. In addition to the surveillance associated with containment, cameras
and closed-circuit TV are used to give visual information about locations and movements of nuclear
material and equipment. Inspectors examine this information to detect and/or confirm all

movements of material and spent fuel containers, and to monitor continuously a specific activity for

short periods of time.

Sample Collection. Small samples of nuclear material may be collected and shipped to the
Safeguards Analytical Laboratory (SAL) near Vienna for analysis. The IAEA also cooperates with
a network of safeguards analytical laboratories located in 14 member states. (Reference 3.) Since
the Agency is responsible for the samples from the time they are collected to disposal of residues,
an elaborate system has been established to maintain constant control of the samples. The SAL
prepares and submits an analysis report.

The first criterion for a successful international organization is that it have the genuine support
of its members. Incentives were included in the Agreement itself to encourage initial memberships,
and several approwches have been used subsequently to reinforce continued member nations'

support for the IAEA.

Technical Assistance. Article XI of the Statute provides technical assistance to any member(s)
of the Agency desiring to set up research and development projects using atomic energy for
peaceful purposes. Such technical assistance includes securing special fssionable and other

materials, services, equipment, and necessary facilities, and encouraging the exchange and training
of scientists and experts. This assistance is not subject to political, economic or military
conditions; in fact, the Agency considers special needs of underdeveloped areas of the world. By
closely monitoring nuclear materils distributed and requiring the return of materials in excess of
what is needed, it ensures large concentrations of materials supplied through a Technical
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Assistance program will not occur in one geographic mea. The Agency also assists in making

auangemmnts to secure necessary financing from outside sources to help support the projects.

Euite Appordonmnve of Mwhar Contr os. Article XIV provides that administrative
expenses be apportioned among members, using a scale based on the principles adopted by the UN
in assessing its members contributions. Additionally, the Board of Governors will periodically

establish a scale of charges, designed to produce Agency revenues adequate to meet the expenses

of technical assistance. The proceeds shall be placed in a separate fund to be used exclusively for

this purpose.

Article XIX provides that members whose financial contributions to the Agency are in arrears

should have no vote. However, it also stipulates that the General Conference may permit such a

member to vote if it is satisfied that the failure to pay is due to conditions beyond the members'

control.

Opportunity for Proof of Adherence. The international inspection gives a country a means to

prove that it is adhering to its non-proliferation regime. International inspection is a way to allay

unwarranted suspicions, and is therefore highly valuable to a law-abiding state. The Agency can

thus play the role of a confidence-building organization as well as a verification one.

Particular Incentvefor U.S. As stated earlier, the primary reason the United States concluded

an agreement with the IABA was to demonstrate to non-nuclear states its willingness to accept the

burden of safeguards. However, an additional incentive (or at least lack of opposition) for the

U.S. to become a member was the limited cost of compliance with Treaty requirements -- both in

economic terms and in terms of intrusiveness and additional regulatory burden. Primarily, this is

because every aspect of the nuclear industry is both licensed and heavily regulated, and U.S.

protocols for complying with the IAEA Safeguards program were built on 30 years of similar

controls by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC). A domestic nuclear program already included many of the same accounting concepts and

reporting requirements. Thus, it was relaively easy to comply with reporting requirements of the

treaty, as NRC data could simply be reformatted for submission to the IAEA.

SAW&=

In cases of non-compliance, the Security Council of the United Nations has authority under the

Statute to curtail technical assistance, to call for the return of materials made available, and to
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suspend the rights and privileges of membership. However, Just the threat of reporting a violation

to the Security Council is probably the most effective sanction the IAEA has against violators.
Once a violation is made public, the unpleasant publicity may force many exporters of nuclear-
related materials and technology to prminate shipments, and individual states may enact bilateral
sanctions.

T f fnfinm P

Inspectors. There are two broad categories of inspectors, Safeguards Inspectors and
Inspection Assistants. Tbe Safeguards Inspectors currently number 180-200 and are required to
have a scientific degree, preferably in a nuclear-related field. Inspection Assistants currently
number about 20 and are required to have a technical background in equipment maintenance, data
handling, accounting, or similar fields relevant to inspection activities. Inspection assistants

perform limited functions and work under the supervision of a Safeguards Inspector.

Equipment. Specialized equipment has become essential to the application of Agency
safeguards. Most commonly used are nuclear counting instruments to perform nuclear non-
destruction assays (NDAs) and photo and video surveillance camera systems to help establish

whether any material has been removed between inspections. The increasing use of this equipment
has permitted the Agency to apply safeguards at a growing number of facilities while operating
within manpower and budgetary constraints.

It is often necessary to develop new equipment or modify commercially available equipment to
satisfy unique Agency needs. This is usually accomplished under IAEA Member State Support
Programs. Once new equipment is developed, it must be thoroughly field-tested, techniques must
be defined for its use by inspectors, instruction manuals must be written, and provisions must be
made for routine maintenance and repair. Support Programs perform these functions as well.

The Statute prescribes certain reporting procedures in the case of a members failure to remedy
non-compliance within a reasonable time. However, since there is prevailing pressure in IAEA not
to find, repomrt, or publicize non-compliance so as not to offend a member state, these reports are
submted only after Inspectors are fairly certain of the non-compliance. In the face of substantial

evidence, the first recourse is private consultation with the state in question, followed by reporting
the non-omplqiance to the Directr-(3eueral, and then to the Board of Goverors. Usually, the



state will comply at some point in this process. If not, the final step is to report this information to

the Security Council of the United Nations.

Article XVIU of the Statute provldes for any disputes not settled by negotiation to be settled by
the International Court of Justice, unless disputing members agree on another mode of settlement.

The U.S/AAEA have agreed on the following intermediary provisions, including:

"* Settlement in accordance with intemational law any claim by U.S. against Agency, or
vice versa, regarding damage resulting from safeguards (other than a nuclear incident);

"* Consultations between Board of Governors and U.S. at request of either, and

"* Submittal of the dispute to an arbitral tribunal, whose decision will be final, in the event
consultatiods are not successful.

4.3.3 Interaction between the CWC and the LAEA.

Because the IAEA safeguards system shares some common features with the proposed CWC,
this verification experience is a potentially valuable resource for the design and implementation of
the CWC regime. Both are multinational in character and worldwide in scope; both are
administered by , :nternational organization, and both rely heavily on on-site inspections. It is
important, however, to recognize as well that the significant differences between the two
documents limit the LA..A's effectiveness as a direct model from which CWC negotiators may
work. These differences include the scope of the verification regime, the types of facilities to be
inspected, and the nature of materials processed. Even so, there are lessons that CWC negotiators
can derive from a close look at the interaction between the two documents. The purpose of this
section is to delineate these similarities and differences, and to call attention to some of the
synergies and c: :',,'ts L '%n the two agreements. This section discusses the interactive
zulaionhips presented in Cable 5.

Differne

Dudl vs. Single Mandate. From its inception, the IAEA has had a dual role: to serve as a
technical assistance body as well as a verification body. This quality has tended to blur its
objectives and to complicate its sructure and functioning. Additionally, it has been the source of
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* teniMons, particularly in the budget area as allocations necessarily flowed in two directions --

assistance and verification.

Currently, the CWC has a single function, that of verflicatio:n, however, it is conceivable that
there will be pressures to include technical assistance as a second function. First, Article VIII of

the current CWC Rolling Text states that one of the functions of the Conference of State Parties

shall be "to [encourage] [promote] international co-operation for peaceful purposes in the field of

chemical activities." And, secondly, considering less-developed countries' preference for

assistance over verification, CWC negotiators fright well decide that a promise of assistance will

be required to entice more signatories. Such a decision should be carefully examined; efforts

extended toward providing technical assistance necessarily dilute those available for verification,

without which the pwpome of the CWC am largely sabotaged.

Scope of Ver(ftcation Regime. The objective of verification for the IAEA is merely to ensu:e
that safeguarded nuclear material is not diverted from peaceful uses, i.e.. to detect in a timely

fashion if any material is being diverted, and to provide warning. The A geiicy's intent zva.; never

to roll back the number of nuclear weapon states or act in a "policing" capacity. The IAA has had
no experience in the investigation of alleged use or verification of disarmament activities, and the
recent Iraqi inspections are the Agency's first experience with challenge inspections. The IAEA,

ordinarily preferring a non-adversarial approach, has used primarily non-intrusive verification

measures.

By contrast, the CWC provides for more intrusive methods on the assumption that the

objectives cannot be met otherwise. While this assumption is valid, negotiators must not forget
that the system of safeguards is a cooperative effort. The measures must not be so intrusive that

they ar unacceptable to States Parties. Or, as an Anms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA)

representative so aptly stated, "It does not do much good to have perfect safeguard procedures as

long as only 20 percent of the people accept them." (Reference 4.)

Legal Badsifor Verificadon. Safeguards are administered under authority of three separate
documents: the IAEA Statute, which came into being in 1957; INFCIRC466.2, whose final

revision was in 1968; and INFCIC/153, the document containing the expanded safeguards

required under NPT. Each of these documents built upon the experience of the former, changing

as new verification technologies were developed and new insights were pined. The CWC,

however, will be the single legal basis for verification of its members' activities. As such, it is of

utmost importance that its provisions are formulated with adequate flexibility. If all of the
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verification details ar fixed at an eurly stage, it can be difficult to make changes later when
experience or technical advances suggest improvements. Of course, some mechanism will be
necessary to manage the risk of this flexibility. Disadvantages include the possibility of allowing
verification appraches to becPmm so non-uniform that there Is a gradual eroding of standards.

FPac Subject & Inspection. IAEA inspections am restricted to declared facilities engaged in
nuclear activities intended for peaceful uses. Its inspectors are limited to civilian facilities in
nuclear weapon suams whereas, In non-nuclear weapon states, they may enter declared government
facilities as well. In the CWC's much broader inspection regime, teams may inspect all facilities -
both declared and undeclared, civilian and governaant - that are engaged in activities covered by
the Convention. While this range appears all-inclusive, some chemical industry representatives are
demanding that traders, brokers, and shippers should be subject to the CWC's provisions, since
they can so easily facilitate the international distribution of CW-related material.

Types and Nmnber of Facilities to be Inspected. Most nuclear facilities are designed for single
use, or a limited number of closely related uses, and all nuclear material (with the exception of
uranium ore) is subject to inspection. Additionally, most nuclear plants have a rather static
production process. In the chemical industry, by contrast, it is much more common for a facility to
be designed for a large number of diverse uses, some of which might be subject to controls under

the CWC whereas others would not, and the production process is much more dynamic. While the
IAEA monitored approximately 900 facilities worldwide in 1986, (Reference 5) there are literally
thousands of chemical plants around the world producing or using a wide range of chemicals
potentially subject to monitoring and data-exchange requirements under the CWC.

Inspection Quotas. All types of IAEA inspections are quantitatively limited, certain factors
determine the actual allowable number of inspections, and the regime cannot concentrate unduly on
particular facilities. In CWC, the number of inspections allowed at storage and production

facilities is yet to be determined and, according to the Annex to Article VI, those facilities engaged
in activities not prohibited by the Convention will be "based on the risk to the objectives of the
Convention posed by relevant chemicals, the characteristics of the facility and the nature of the
activities carried out there." Such a subjective basis allows the intended flexibility, but also
provides oppotties for one party to gather sensitive information from another under the guise of
inspections based on a wholly different alleged "risk." This risk could be reduced by incorporating
a provision similar to the IAEA's for determining the actual or maximum number of allowable
routine inspections.
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Nature of Maerials Processed. Nuclear materials of concern to JABA safeguards am

principally uraium and plutonium, both of which have unique properties that facilitate verification.

They are mostly In the form of discrete Items, making the concept of "material accountancy" a

predcal varficatio procedum By conuut, the range of chemical materials of concern to CWC Is

vastly larger and, due to their inherent characteristics and bulk processing, verification will be

much mm diffcult. Certain elements of the materials accountancy concept are applicable to CWC

verification; however, as a general strategy in the overall chemical context, the system has

limitations. Not the least of then is the exueme expense for both the Inspectorate and the operators

of bulk-processing facilities. More cost-effective Inspection approaches -- for example, automated

in-line measurement systems that reduce the need for Inspector presence - need to be developed.

Continuing Development and Implementation of Verification EquipmentlMethods. Under the

IAEA Agreement, national R&D facilities develop procedures and techniques for applying

safeguards, including studying safeguards approaches and concepts; developing, testing,

implementing, and maintaining safeguards instruments, methods, and techniques; assisting and

evaluating safeguards results; and updating training of inspectors. Thus far, the CWC has not

addressed such issues as how new verification technologies will be developed, who will perform

evaluations, and who will determine acceptability.

Organization. The international organizations, IAEA and Organization for Prohibition of

Chemical Weapons (OPCW) are strikingly similar in composition and division of responsibilities,

as illustrated in Figure 2.

OPOW RAEA

Sle. Pejtee Conf.Nae - One tdo!qe from -h set
* Each delegae hs ona vae
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Figure 2. International organization.
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Copql dand lomaon. Of major concern to both organizations is the possibility of loss or
cmpromise of confidential information. Such loss would result primarily from on-site inspections
bun may also result from dam reporting. In IAEA, the concern revolves around national security
information, whereas the CWC is more concerned with proprietary information, such as industrial
and trade secrets and Confidential Business Data. While the CWC faces the greater challenge due
to the mare rigorous verification regime it purposes, negotiators are nevertheless following the
IAEA's approach to the problem. Both apeements contain provisions intended to minimize (deter)
intelligence gathering. Among other things, these provisions limit the amount of information an
inspector may collect to the minimum necessary to verify compliance; place stringent requirements
on the handling of confidential information by the staff; and allow an inspected party to take
measures to protect its confidential information.

Seudenvt oqfDlspum. Both organizations seek to resolve disputes regarding interpretation or
application of provisions in similar manner. If the negotiation process (or another mutually agreed
upon mode) is unsuccessful, disputes may be submitted to the ICJ.

Budget Suucnurw. The IAEA is funded primarily by contributions from member states. These
contributions are based on the UN scale adopted for its members. With minor exceptions, the
Agency and its members both bear the burden of expenses incurred by their respective
responsibilities connected with inspection activities. Although the CWC budget structure is not yet
finalized, provisions identical to those above are among the options being ,discussed.

NaionalAuhority. As an interface between the international organization and its members, the
IAEA obligates each member to establish a SSAC. In the U.S., the National Regulatory

Commission serves as the SSAC -- keeping records, making reports, and fulfilling other member
obligations under the Agreement. Likewise, under CWC, each member must establish a National
Authority. The U.S. is only in the initial stages of defining this entity but, when established, it
will serve very similar interfacial functions.

Subsidky Arrangements. Both IAEA and CWC have provisions that require each member to
conclude Subsidiary Arrangements with the national organization. These arrangements, based on
information declared by each state, specify detailed inspection procedures and arrangements for
installing, operating, and maintaining seals and monitoring devices at each facility.
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The overall objective of both the IABA and the CWC is identical -- attempting to reduce the
possibility of pxoduction and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.

Provisions of both organizations demonstrate a desire to ease the burdens of both verification
and compliance. Both pledge not to hamper the economic and technological development of
members states, and to consider the cost effectiveness and latest techniques in verification
measures. Each attempts to build the confidence of its members through provisions such as those
dealing with the pntection of sensitive information.

Both organizations strive to reinforce member nations' support for their goals. While there is
common interest in limiting nuclear weapon states, the wider distribution and greater ease of
chemical weapons production instill an even keener interest. The IAEA and CWC both offer their
members an opportunity to be part of an effort to keep weapons out of neighbors' and rivals'
hands.

conflicts

A possible conflict could occur if one State Party suspects chemical activity at a nuclear facility
of another State Party and prepares to conduct a challenge inspection. When the inspectors arrive
at the facility, however, the facility manager could present his IAEA agreement stating the facility

had already had its allowable number of inspections for the year. This is a potential conflict that
should be addressed prior to its occurrence.

4.3.4 Conclusions.

Given the difficulty of its verification responsibilities, the OPCW will need to take full
advantage of all available sources of experience and insight. Though valuable lessons can be

learned from other arms control agreements and national trial inspections, the [AEA offers by far
the most important lessons. Because the two agreements have many similarities -- the primary one
being that they both utilize worldwide, multilateral arms control verification systems that employ
on-site inspections -- there are directly-applicable lessons to gain from the [ABA experience.
However, because the two agmemenla have many differences as well - the primary one being that,

unlike IAEA, the CWC regime includes on-site inspections of undeclared suspicious activities -
the IAEA is limited in its effectiveness as a direct model.
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4.4 THE GENEVA PROTOCOL AND THE BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS
CONVENTION (BWC).

4.4.1 Overview.

This section of the report differs from other chapters in that it discusses two arms control
treaties that are heavily interrelated: the Geneva Protocol of 1925 and the Convention on the
Prohibition of the Development, Production, and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and
Toxin Weapons and on their Destruction, hereafter referred to as the BWC of 1972.

Following World War I, when the world first saw the horrible effects of chemical weapons,
many leaders felt the need to take diplomatic steps to avoid CW use in future wars. The Versailles
Treaty prohibited Germany from producing CW. Unsuccessful attempts to ban these weapons
were made at the Washington Disarmament Conference of 1922. The Geneva Protocol, banning
the use of chemical and biological weapons in war, was drafted in 1925. It is important to note
that the Protocol makes no attempt to control production or stockpiles of CW, but merely bans their
use. The U.S. Senate did not ratify the Protocol until 1974; however, the U.S. followed a policy
of "no first use" and repeatedly affirmed the precepts of the Convention.

In spite of the Geneva Protocol, a number of nations continued CW research, development,
and production. Generally these activities were called "defensive" since the weapons would only
be used to respond to attack in kind. Since WWI, there has been a high degree of self-restraint in
employing chemical weapons, with only a few reports of suspected employment. These violations
include the Italian use against Ethiopia in 1936, and the Egyptian employment during the Yemeni

Civil War in the 1960s.

A problem with such weapons is the users' inability to control the affected area after release.
Like an influenza virus, some BW diseases can be transported anywhere in the world by infected
people. This makes the military utility of such a weapon highly questionable, as the nation that
introduces the agents might not be immune to its effects. For this reason there has never been a
confirmed use of BW agents.

Despite their dubious usefulness in war, BW research has been conducted by several nations.
During WWII Germany, Japan, the U.S., and probably the Soviet Union conducted research and
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development of biological warfare agents. Thu U.S. was driven by a desire to understand these
weapons and have a capability to respond in kind to a Nazi attack.

Arms control efforts in the early post-WWfl era sought to encompass BW and CW agents in
one agreement; however, these efforts werm half-hearted and lacked a major stimrnlus. Some
political-military leaders in the West felt that CW was needed to deter/defend against a Warsaw
Pact attack on Germany. Additional reasoning held that bans on CW and BW agents might lead to
pressure for a similar ban on nuclear weapons that the West would have to reject due to NATO

strategy.

In the mid to late 1960s, international and U.S. domestic pressures for attempts to control these
agents grew. U.S. employment of tear gas and defoliants in Vietnam was met by international
condemnation and accusations that the U.S. had broken the Geneva Protocol. Perhaps more
importantly, U.S. domestic concerns rose after a March 1968 accidental leak of nerve gas killed six
thousand sheep in Utah. Although these concerns involved chemicals, the reaction lead to appeals
to control BW as well as CW agents.

A review of the U.S. position on BW and CW began after the inauguration of President Nixon
in 1969. Nixon supported the Geneva Protocol and announced the intention to submit it to the
Senate for ratification. In addition, he renounced U.S. use of BW and committed the U.S. to
destruction of its existing stockpile. This mandate was later extended to toxins. At the same time,
the U.S. started to negotiate a comprehensive BW treaty at the Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament to rid the world of all such weapons. The reaulting accord prohibits developing,
producing, and stockpiling, acquiring or retaining BW and toxin weapons, and requires
destruction or diversion to peaceful purposes of any eisting stockpile.

The Senate would not ratify the BWC until questions about the Geneva Protocol and U.S.
actions in Vietnam were clarified. President Ford authorized a statement by the Director of the
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) that renounced the first use of herbicides and
riot-control agents in war and changed U.S. policy to comply with a strict interpretation of the
Protocol. With this issue resolved, the U.S. Senate ratified both treaties in December 1974.

4.4.2 Key Verification Provisions.

The Geneva Protocol is a gentlemen's agreement much like the Washington Naval Pact and the
Kellog-Briand Pact. As such, there are no verification provisions.
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Currently the BWC lacks verification provisions that ensure compliance concernirg
development, production, stockpiles or other acquisition of microbial or other biological agents or
toxins and their means of delivery. As shown in Table 6, the BWC does not have an OSI regime,
diversion prevention, or any type of simple or complex verification provisions using monitoring
equipment or inspectors.

Each State Party is obliged under Article VII to support another if the U.N. Security Council
decides that the nation has been exposed to danger by violation of the Treaty. Article X also calls
for the exchange of information related to disease prevention and other peaceful purposes. The
Third Review Conference discussed this aspect of the Convention and asked that it be reviewed in
greater depth in a relevant UN body not later than 1993.

The Convention has no international sanctions; however, the U.S. enacted domestic legislation
in the Biological Warfare Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989. This Act provides domestic legislation that
prohibits the possession or development of germ warfare devices and authorizes punishment for
anyone helping foreign nations to acquire such capabilities.

ResoUtion gad

Under Article VI, the BWC allows the reporting of suspected violations to the UN Security
Council. The signatories are pledged to cooperate with any investigation the Security Council may
initiate. The U.S. and the Soviet Union have questioned each other's compliance with the BWC.
In addition to these East-West questions of compliance, there is a potential that other nations, (such
as Iraq which did not have BW capabilities in 1972) have since acquired them.

Although the verification provisions of the BWC are nonexistant, attempts have been made to
provide some measure of compliance through consultation. The BWC provides for consultation
and cooperation under Article V, with a conference planned within the first five years after Entry
Into Force (Article XII). In addition, the Treaty can be amended through the provisions stated in
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Table 6. Key verificaden provisions - BWC.

PROVISIONS CWC BWC

Inital inspection
ON-SITE INSPECTION Routine inspection Noni
REGIME Challenge inspection

Alleged use of chemical weapons

Continuous monitoring
DIVERSION Dam reporting/declarations
PREVENTION AND Sample analysis None
MONITORING Perimeter securing at challenge
PROVISIONS site

Continuous presence of inspDectors,

TECHNICAL
COMPLEXITY OF Low to high levels
VERIFICATION
PROVISIONS

Assist and protect againstchemical weapons
SResearch sharexchange chemi- Being developed

UJR AUr cats, equipment, information rela
ting to development and non-pro-
hibited application of chemistry _ _

SPs will enact penal legislation
Organization can restrict or sus-
pend SP rights and privileges Domestic legislation through the

SANCTIONS Collective measures in conformity BW leisti-Troriom Act of 1989

with international law, UN Gene-

ral Assembly. Security Council

TYPES AND USE OF Types and use of inspectors awe
INSPECTORS/nefined
INSPEC T FOR System may include semsors, ancil,EQUIPMENT lary equipment, transmission sys-
COMPLIANCE tems and employ sampling
MONITORING devices, seals, cameras

The international Organization:
Possibly involve the International

RESOLUTION BODY Court of Justice and the UN UN Security Council
General Assembly and Security
Council

OTHER Facility agrmentm s BWC is developing CBMs
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Article XI. The consultative meetings and conferences have served as a forum for attempts at
developing confidence-building measures (CBMs). The Final Declaration of the Second Review

Conference, held in 1986, agreed on implementing some limited CBMs. Unfortunately, the U.S.
is one of a only a few signatories to abide by these confidence-building measures. Although

attempts at universality have succeeded in getting over 100 nations to sign the Treaty, the

conference has failed to persuade all signatories to implement the CBMs.

The CBMs were expanded at the Third Review Conference held in September 1991. They

now include:

"A" 1: Exchange of data on research centers and laboratories; and

2: Exchange of information on national biological defence research and development
program;

"B" Exchange of information on outbreaks of infectious diseases and similar occurrences

caused by toxins;

"C" Encouragement of publication of results and promotion of use of knowledge;

"D" Active promotion of contacts;

"E" Declaration of legislation, regulations and other measures; and

"F" Declaration of vaccine production facilities.

This information is to be supplied annually on April 15 to the U.N. Department for Disarmament

Affairs.

The Third Review Conference called for the establishment of an Ad Hoc group of

governmental experts to be convened in April 1992 to discuss possible verification measures which

could strengthen the Treaty. These measures would seek to determine if:

a nation is developing, producing, stockpiling, acquiring or retaining microbial or other
BW/TW agents for purposes other than protective or peaceful; and
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a nation is developing, producing, stockpiling, acquiring or retaining weapons,
equipment, or means of delivery designed to employ such agents in conflict.

This conference will examine the complexity, cost, and limitations of pruposed verification
means. A final report will be provided to all signatories with a possible future conference to
address the issue at greater depth.

4.4.3 Interaction Between tie CWC and the Geneva Protocol and the BWC.

Although the Geneva Protocol bans CW employment, there is currently no method for
inspections of suspected CW usage. The CWC Rolling Text provides for such inspections that
will verify usage. In this respect, the CWC will supplement the Geneva Protocol by encompassing
the prior agreement.

The CWC is historically linked to the BWC, and until 1969, BW and CW arms control efforts
were pursued jointly. When Nixon unilaterally renounced BW agents and their limited military
value, the U.S. began to decouple BW and CV negotiations. The key issues were limiting the
arms race and verification. The Soviets still linked any attempts at BW arms control to a CW
agreement. They also wanted this Treaty to be unverified. The West sought to stop a BW arms
race before many countries produced and stockpiled these weapons or employed them in a conflict.
In essence, the goal was to restrict the arms race to CW agents. Previous use of CW agents and
the large stockpiles of these weapons meant that for a chemical arms accord to be verifiable, it
would .eed intrusive verification provisions. On the other hand, the West felt that it was not
critical to have intrusive means in a BW agreement. Though non-compliance would be difficult to
detect, the Treaty would restrict research, development, and production of a whole class of
weapons. After an eighteen month debate the Soviets relented and put forth a proposed treaty
separating BW from CW. With this major disagreement settled, the Treaty was agreed to within

months.

Alleged Treaty violations have resulted in efforts by some nations to strengthen the Treaty.
Some have recommended that CWC verification will serve to provide verification provisions for
the BWC; however, the affected facilities differ in various ways. For instance, BW production can
take place in small biotechnology labs, while CW production requires large chemical facilities.

Another interaction is the inclusion of two toxins prohibited under the BWC, Ricin and
Saxitoxin, in Schedule I of the CWC. This could allow for the the partial verification of the BWC
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through verification of the CWC. However, it should be. noted that TW agents would probably be
produced in enviuaments closely resembling pharmaceutical labs while the focus of the CWC will
be large chemical facilities. The interaction between the CWC and the BWC is summarized in
Table 7.

4.4.4 Conclusions.

The BWC is a disarmament treaty without verification provisions. The lack of such provisions
has relegated the BWC to a confidence-building measure rather than a verifiable treaty. The
inclusion of two toxins in the current CWC Schedule 1 could add to the accountability of BWC
signatories and could partially verify their compliance. The CWCs OSI and diversion prevention
regimes will supplement the Geneva Protocol which also had no verification provisions. The
failure of the BWC and the Geneva Protocol to answer questions of non-compliance serves as a
"lessons learned" exercise for the CWCs intrusive verification regime.

4.C NUCLEAR TESTING TALKS (NTT).

4.5.1 Overview.

In 1963 the U.S., the UK, and the Soviet Union signed the LTBT which prohibits nuclear
weapon testing in the atmosphere, in outer space, and under water. The three Parties agreed not to
carry out any nuclear weapon test or other nuclear explosion in any non-prohibited environment,
i.e., underground, that would cause radioactive debris to affect other countries. While
underground explosions were not prohibited, the Parties pledged to seek the conclusion of all
nuclear test explosions (Article I of the LTBT, 1963). In the spring of 1974, the U.S. and the
Soviet Union agreed to discuss further restrictions on nuclear testing.

The Treaty on the Limitation of Underground Nuclear Weapons Test, commonly known as the
TTBT, was signed July 3, 1974, and governs U.S. and Soviet nuclear weapon tests. Under it,
each Party agrees to prohibit, to prevent, and not to carry out any underground nuclear weapon test
having a yield exceeding 150 kilotons. To ensure compliance the Treaty provided for the exchange
of geophysical and geological data, the exchange of precise yield and location data for two
instrument calibration tests at each test site, and the reporting of all future tests. The TTBT
involved a great degree of cooperation between the U.S. and the Soviet Union for the control of
nuclear weapons. For the first time, each State would make available to the other, data relating to
its nuclear weapon test program.
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Table 7. IntoTacdon betweex CWC and BWC.

CATEGORY RELATIONSHIP

GAPS OR BWC is a disarmament treaty without verification
DIFFERENCES provisions

CWC verification regime is everything the BWC is notOVERLAPS OR (the elimination scope of the CWC and BWC are
SIMILARrI'IE identical)

Inclusion of toxins in CWC creates overlaps

SYNERGISTIC CWC inspections could partially verify BWC,
EFFORTS intentionally or unintentionally

CONFLICTING
ACTIVMMIE OR None
PROVISIONS
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The TTBT companion treaty, the Treaty on Underground Nuclear Explosions for Peaceful

Purposes (or PNET) was signed May 28, 1976. It governs all nuclear explosions carried out at

locations outside the weapon test sites under the TTBT. In the PNET the two nations agreed not to
carry out any individual nuclear explosions having a yield greater than 150 kilotons; not to carry
out any group explosion having an aggregate yield exceeding 1,500 kilotons; and nut to carry out
any group explosion having an aggregate yield beyond 150 kilotons unless the individual
explosions in the group could be identified and measured by agreed verification procedures. In
addition, the Treaty provided for the exchange of additional data than was required under the
TTBT, and specified that under certain circumstances observers from the other Party could inspect
preparations for peaceful nuclear explosions (PNEs) and even place sophisticated instrumentation
at the sites. Soviet agreement to the PNET represented a major concession. Previously, the

U.S.S.R. maintained that these types of nuclear explosions should not be restricted in the same
manner as were explosions at weapon test sites. The PNET represented a significant compromise
between the two Parties with its on-site inspections provisions. Both Treaties set verification
precedents in the area of OSL

Until recently, neither of these Treaties was ratified. The U.S. did not ratify the TTBT because
it judged that the verification means under the Treaty, i.e., national technical means, were not
reliable due to inherent uncertainties in seismic estimates of Soviet test yields. Moreover, serious
concerns arose about possible violations of the TTBT and PNET and the risk of undetected
evasion. However, pending ratification, both nations agreed to observe the 150 kiloton threshold
established under the Treaties.

In November 1987 the U.S. and the Soviet Union began negotiations to reach an agreement on
additional verification provisions that address both the uncertainty in estimating nuclear yields and
the risks of evasion. These protocols were signed on June 1, 1990, and resulted in the ratification
of the TTBT and PNET. In addition, they replaced the protocols that were submitted with the
Treaties in 1976. (Any references to protocols in this text pertain to the 1990 protocols.) The
Treaties entered into force on December 11, 1990. They involve new and complex techniques to
effectively verify the two Treaties, including direct, on-site hydrodynamic measurement of
explosive yields - a procedure designed to provide a reliable, accurate, on-site means of measuring
the yield of nuclear explosions. To date, TTBT and PNET provisions have not been executed by
either the U.S. or the Soviet Union. However, in May 1988, the U.S. and the Soviet Union
signed the Joint Verification Experimett (JVE) Agreement which involved an exchange of data on
five prior nuclear tests by each party and a visit by each party to the other's test site to monitor a

single explosion with its own direct yield measurement experiment. It was an important step
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towad agreement on verification measures to permit ratification of the TTBT and PNET. Upon
conclusion of the NE process in August and September of 1988, the U.S. and the Soviet Union
confirmed that the conducted tests were within the limits of the two Treaties. These measurement
procedures substantiated previous seismic measurements of Soviet test yields and allowed
reexamination of U.S. test yields.

4.5.2 Key Verification Provisions.

Although Soviet personnel can be present at U.S. tests and have the right to 24 hour and

unimpeded visual observation, neither the TBT nor PNET have traditional OSL Rather they have

extensive monitoring provisions which involve information exchanges, NTM, and hydrodynamic

and seismic yield measurements. Tables 8 and 9 also illustrate that there are no universality

provisions in either treaty due to their bilateral nature. Additionally, there are no provisions for
sanctions because of the government-related nature of nuclear tests and the ability of the U.S.

Government to regulate U.S. nuclear programs. In case of non-compliance, each Treaty has

established a forum for discussion and issue resolution in the TTBT Bilateral Consultative

Commission and the PNET Joint Consultative Commission.

_Diverson Prmeenrion and Monitoring Provisions

When the Threshold Test Ban Treaty was signed in 1974, each party relied on NTM for

compliance verification as specified under Article IH. In cooperation with this treaty, each party

agreed not to interfere with the NTM of the other party operating under the guise of the TfBT. In

addition to the use of NTM and CBMs, the TBT Protocol expanded the verification provisions to

include the basic rights to carry out:

* direct, on-site hydrodynamic yield measurements in a nearby "satellite" hole for all
nuclear tests declared to have a planned yield over 50 kilotons;

* collection of regional seismic data from three stations on the territory of the party for all
test declared to have planned yield over 50 kilotons;

on-site confirmation of the geology near an emplaced nuclear device as well as of the test
emplacement conditions, and observation of the emplacement of the nuclear device for all
tests declared to have a planned yield greater than 35 kilotons;
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Table 8. Key verflcadon prov onso - ITBT.

PROVISIONS CWC TTBT

Initial inspection
ON-SITS INSPECTION Routin spection
REGIME Challenge inspection

Alleged we of chemical weapons

Continuous monitoring NTM
DIVERSION Dat Hydrodynmic yield
PREVENTION AND Sample analysis measurements
MONITORING Perimeter securing at challenge Seismic yield measurements
PROVISIONS site d exciange

Continuous presence of h o o n

TECHNICAL
COWMPLEITY OF Low to high levels Medium to high levels
VERIFICATION
PROVISIONS

Assist and protect against
chemical weapons

UNIVERSALITY Research, share/exchmnge dh Not applicable
cJals, equipment, information rela.
ting to development and non-pro-
hibited application of chemisiv

SPs will emac pnal, legislation
Organtzadon can restrict or sus-

SANCTIONS pend SP rights and privileges None
Collective measures in conformity
with international law, UN Gene-
,l, Assembly, Security Council

TYPES AND USE OF Types and use of inspectors are Inspectors will be scientist from
INSPECTORS/ undned U.S. national labs and DoE
EQUIPMENT FOR System may include sensor, ancil- Escorts from OSIA
COCE la equipment, transmission sys- Extensive ist of specialized
MONITORING tens and employ sampling Extentdevices, seals, cameras •uipmen

The International Organization:
Possibly involve the International Bilateral Consultative

RESOLUTION BODY Court of Justice and the UN Commission
General Assembly and Security
Council

OTHER Facility agreements Cotfidence-building measures
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Toble 9. Key veifliaon provsions - PNET.

PROVISIONS CWC PNET

itial inspection
ON-SITE INSPECTION Routine inpection Nonw
REGIME Chilenge Inpection

Alleged use of chemical weapons

Continuous monitoring
DIVERSION Data reportlg clarations hifof'nr on exchange
PREVENTION AND Sample analysis Local seismic network
MONITORING Perimeter securing at challenge Hydrodynamc yield
PROVISIONS st meurment

Continuous prsec of kwnMeco NTM

TECHNICAL
COMPLEXITY OF Low to high levels Medium to high levels
VERIFICATION
PROVISIONS

Assist and protect against
chemical weapons

UN1VERSALITY Research. shiar Icmhnge cml- Not applicable
cals, equipment. information rela.
ting to development and non-pro-
hibited application of chemlsty

SPs will enact penal legislation
Organization can restrict or sus-

SANCTIONS pend SP rights and privileges None
Collective masures in conformity
with international law, UN Gene-
ral Assembly, Security Council

TYPES AND USE OF Types and use of hisetors am ' n pctOrs/scins ftrn u.s.
INSPECTORS/ undefined national labs and DoE
EQUIPMENT FOR System may include sensors, ancil. Escort from OSIA
COMPLIANCE lary equipment. ransmission sys- Extensive list of specialized
MONITORING tens and employ sampling equipment

._ _ _ _ devices, seals, cameras .

The Intemational Organization:
Possibly involve the International

RESOLUTION BODY Court of Justice and the UN Joint Consultative Commission
Onad Assembly and Security
Council

OTHER Facility agreemenms None
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* tests conducted in so-called "non.stanard" conditions, hydrodynamic measurement of a
"reference Wst", and a new hydrodynamic measurement technique called "hydro-plus";

hydrodynamic yield measurements on a minimum annual number of nuclear tests,

regardless of declared yield and

hydrodynamic measurements on each explosion in a single test consisting of more than
one explosion, if the total yield exceeds 50 kilotons.

Article IV of the PNET defines the agreed verification arrangements upon signature of the
Treaty in 1976. It specifies that each party will use NTM, and will provide the other party with
information and access to sites of explosions for the purpose of verification, including a
commitment not to interfere with verification means and procedures. These procedures are
enhanced by the basic verification provisions under the Protocol to the PNET, which provides for
the rights to:

" direct, on-site hydrodynamic measurements in the emplacement hole for all nuclear
explosions declared to have a planned yield over 50 kilotons;

" OSI of the geology near the emplaced nuclear device and of the emplacement conditions,
and observation of the nuclear emplacement of the nuclear device for all nuclear
explosions declared to have a planned yield over 35 kilotons; and

" data collection from a temporarily-installed local seismic network around the explosion

site, for the purpose of confirming the number of individual explosions in a group
explosion, in the special case where the group explosion has a planned aggregate yield

over 150 kilotons.

TI=e of Inspectors and E&uipment

Test monitoring under the NIT Treaties will be performed by Government and civilian
personnel from the Department of Energy and the national laboratories. These are the personnel
performing U.S. nuclear testing and are, therefore, the best equipped to monitor that taking place
in the Soviet Union. While in the U.S., their Soviet counterparts will be escorted by On-Site
Inspection Agency (OSIA) personnel.
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Table 10. Intecmdon between CWC and NMT.

CATEGORY RELATIONSHIP

Inspections under the TTBT and PNET tend to monitor
GAPS OR and observe explosions, rather than "inspect" them
DIFFERENCES Diversion prevention and monitoring provisions differ

Types of inspectors and equipment differ
NIT have no sanctions for non-compliance

OVERLAPS OR All have resolution bodies
STMILARrfIES

SYNERGISTIC None
EFFORTS

CONFLICTING
ACTIVITIES OR None
PROVISIONS
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missiles, launchers, and support structures are to be eliminated no later than three years after Entry
Into Force (EIF), June 1, 1988.

Articles IV and V of the Treaty outline phasing of reduction and eventual elimination of treaty-
limited items (TLI). Those systems that were tested but never deployed, such as the Pershing IB,
were eliminated completely within the first six months. Shorter-range missiles, support
equipment, and launchers were eliminated 18 months after EIF. All intermediate-range systems
were eliminated within three years after EIF. To preclude possible breakout from the Treaty by
either party, missile elimination facilities were located a minimum of 1000 km from launcher

elimination facilities.

As required by the Treaty, elimination of TLI took place at specified elimination facilities, at the
systems' deployment sixes, or by launching from a designated elimination facility into "an existing
impact area." Elirnhiations by launching were limited to 100 intermediate-range missiles, and only
within the first six months after EIF. Other eliminations could result from loss or" accidental
destruction. The Treaty allowed each party to convert 15 missiles, launch canisters, and launchers
to static displays. Missile operating bases listed in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
could be converted to operating bases for ground-launched ballistic missiles (GLBMs) or ground-
launched cruise missiles (GLCMs), as long as those missiles were not limited by the Treaty.

The INF Treaty mandates the establishment of various mechanisms to facilitate Treaty
implementation. The Treaty MOU:

• establishes a database for technical data on all treaty-limited systems and equipment;

names and identifies the locations of all inspectable missile operating bases, elimination
facilities, and deployment areas; and

* declares the number of TLI that each Party possesses.

Primarily to update the MOU, INF identifies the Nuclear Risk Reduction Center (NRRC) as
the source through which each Party notifies the other of any change in MOU data. MOU data
were initially declared prior to Treaty signature and, in accordance with Article IX of the Treaty,
updated 30 days after EIF. Article IX mandates that each Party update the MOU every six months
following the initial update, and follow specific timelines for notification of any elimination,
novement of TLI, or other activity that changes MOU data.
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4.6.2 Key Verification Provisions.

The INF Treaty contains three key verification provisions: (1) ' NTM for verification, (2) OSI at
bases within each party's territory and in TLI-basing countries, and (3) continuous portal
monitoring of agreed production facilities. Paragraph 3 of Article XI provides for baseline
inspections between 30 and 90 days after ELF. The Treaty is bilateral so universality is not
applicable. In addition, there are no sanctions associated with the Treaty. Table 11 summarizes

these key verification provisions.

The Treaty allows OSI to verify the elimination of missiles, launchers, and support structures;
the elimination of missile operating bases or support facilities; and the confirmation of baseline or
updated MOU data concerning a facility's TLI holdings. During these baseline inspections, each
party was permitted to inspect all of the other's missile operation and maintenance facilities that
were not production facilities, and all elimination facilities. The purpose of these inspections was

primarily to confirm site diagrams and initial data on that site's TLI holdings, while verifying the
location of each facility and its perimeter as declared in the MOU.

Each party also has the right to observe the other's elimination of missile systems outlined in
the Treaty to verify that a system is in fact eliminated, and that elimination is conducted in
accordance with the Protocol on Eliminations. A country also has the right to conduct short-notice,
or challenge inspections, of either active or eliminated facilities to ensure that banned activities do
not occur. No inspections can occur at facilities unlisted in the MOU. Once the Soviets agreed to
the double zero option, negotiations on suspect site inspections (SSI) for INF effectively ceased.
The Treaty's prohibitions reduce the utility of keeping clandestine stockpiles because the inability
to exercise or test the weapons greatly diminishes their usefulness. However, the Treaty clearly
leaves a verification gap regarding clandestine stockpiles which could be maintained at unlisted
installations. The INF Treaty allows for challenge inspections at formerly declared facilities to
ensure that illegal activities do not occur. The Special Verification Commission also provides
Treaty parties an avenue to present suspicions of illegal activities, including suspicious activities at
sites that are undeclared in the MOU.

The Treaty's Protocol on Inspections outlines required reports for each type of inspection, to
be completed within two hours of the end of the inspection. Portal monitoring reports must be
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Table 11. Key verification provisions -.- INF.

PROVISIONS CWC INF

Initial inspection

ON-SiTE INSPECTION Routine inspection Close-out inspections
REGVIME Challenge inspection Challenge inspections

Alleged use of chemical weapons

Continuous monitoring
DIVERSION Data reporting/declarations Continuous portal monitoring
PREVENTION AND Sample analysis Eliminations
MONITORING Perimeter securing at challenge TLI holdings confirmation
PROVISIONS site Destructions, close-outs,

Continuous nresence of inspectors, locations verification

TECHNICAL
COMPLEXITY OF • Relatively low levels
VERIFICATION Low to high leveis
PROVISIONS

Assist ana protect against
chemical weapons

UIVERSALITY Research, share/exchange chemi-
cals, equipment, information rela. Not applicable
ting to development and non-pro-
hibited application of chemistry

SPs will enact penal legislation
Organization can restrict or sus-

SANCTIONS pend SP rights and privileges None
Collective measures in conformity
with international law, UN Gene-
ral Assembly, Security Council

TYPES AND USE OF Types and use of inspectors are Russian linguists
INSPECTORS/ undefined OSIA-sponsored trainingEQUIPMENT FOR System may include sensors, ancil, Measuring and weighing devices
COMPLIANCE lary equipment, transmission sys- Radiation detection
CONITORCN tems and employ sampling Cameras, imaging devices, and

devices, seals, cameras other agreed equipment

The International Organization:
Possibly involve the International

RESOLUTION BODY Court of Justice and the UN Special Verification
General Assembly and Secutrity Commission (SVC)
Council

OTHER Facility agreements None
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completed at the end of each month. These reports contain a chronological list of activities during
the inspection and document measurements taken and pertinent conversations. The reports are
prepared in Russian and English, and the Inspection Team Leader and the Escort Team Chief sign
each copy. The inspecting party uses its copy of the report for subsequent evaluation and
determination of compliance.

Diversion Prevention and Monitoring Provisions

Paragraph 6 of Article XI provides for the establishment of continuous monitoring of the

portals of those facilities that have conducted final assembly of GLBMs. These sites are the
Hercules plant at Magna, Utah and the Votkinsk machine building plant at Irkutsk, Republic of
Russia. Each party has established one portal per facility, into and out of which one rail line and
one road leads. The rail line and the road are to be no more than 50 meters apart. This portal is the
only exit from which a vehicle large enough to carry a GLBM or its longest stage may enter or exit
the facility. The inspecting country has the right to establish continuous monitoring systems at the
portal, and appropriate sensors at all other facility portals. Further, inspectors may examine the
contents of any vehicle or container large enough to contain a GLBM limited by the Treaty, or its
longest stage, to ensure that they are not subject to Treaty restrictions.

The inspected party is required to declare that a vehicle contains an object of the same or larger
size as TLI before that vehicle exits the facility. Inspectors weigh, make linear measurements, and
may process electronic images of all vehicles as they enter and exit a facility. If a vehicle is not
large enough or heavy enough to carry TLI, no further inspection of that vehicle is allowed.
Inspectors may examine up to eight vehicles per year that are declared to contain missiles or stages
large enough to be TLI, provided that they preserve the integrity of the missile or stage and that

these measurements are taken only on the outside of the launch canister or shipping container. If
the vehicle is large or heavy enough to contain such an item, and the inspected country has declared
that it does not, the inspectors may examine the interior of the vehicle. If the vehicle contains one
or more questionable objects, the inspectors may then request that representatives of the inspected
party demonstrate that the objects are not TLI.

Article XII of the Treaty outlines the use of NTM in very general terms. No restrictions are
placed on the allowed equipment, except that verification be conducted in "au manner consistent
with generally recognized principles of international law." Both parties agreed not to interfere with
the other's use of NTM, nor to use cover or concealment that impedes verification by NTM unless
such measures are a standard part of training, maintenance, or operations within a declared
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deployment area. Article XII enhances provisions for NTM observation by allowing each party,

six times per calendar year, to request the other party to display all of its missiles with a range

greater than 5500 kan and their launchers within a specific deployment area. This provision was to
remain in effect until START entered into force or three years after INF entered into force,
whichever came first. 1

Types of Inspectors and Equipment

During OSI, the Inspection Team can examine the outside of all buildings, containers, or other

structures located on that base or facility. Inspectors may make linear measurements of structures
and their doorways to determine if that structure could hold a prohibited item. If a structure is large
enough to contain a prohibited item, inspectors may request their in-country escorts open the

container and demonstrate to the inspectors' satisfaction that it does not contain ThI. To facilitate
the inspections, inspectors may use any documents, linear measurement devices, portable
weighing devices, or radiation detection devices they deem necessary. Inspectors may bring

cameras to the inspection site, but only the inspected party may take photographs at the inspectors'

request.

Resolution. Bg

Article XIII establishes the SVC so that, if one party requests, the parties will meet within the
SVC forum to settle disputes or questions concerning Treaty compliance or to discuss and agree

upon measures that will enhance the Treaty's provisions.

4.6.3 Interaction Between the CWC and the INF Treaty.

The experience gained in implementing INF provided valuable "lessons learned" regarding

preparations for Treaty implementation. First, key INF verification provisions were not resolved
until the final 60 days of the INF talks. The tardiness of the decisions hindered U.S. preparations

to implement inspection procedures effectively and efficiently, particularly during the baseline
period of the Treaty. Initial MOU data verification demonstrated that insufficient preparation of site

diagrams and other information occurred before signing the Treaty, which presented early
difficulties in conducting OSI. Further, the lack of timelines and early logistical preparations
resulted in inflated personnel and equipment demands from U.S. Government agencies to support

the newly formed OSIA in the conduct of baseline inspections. Finally, insufficient consideration
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for contractors' roles and interests in OSI presented a number of security and legal issues that,
although they have been addressed as a result of INF inspections, merit closer examination.

Although the scope and nature of the CWC differs greatly from INF, many planning factors
remain the same, particularly in the area of OSI. Certain preparatory activities will require even
closer examination than INF, because private companies will potentially be subject to OSI. Areas
of note include logistical preparations for inspection and escort operations, site preparation and
security, and legal issues. The CFE and START Treaties contain provisions that now reflect
lessons learned from initial difficulties in implementing INF. These lessons, when applied to the
CWC negotiations, can help responsible parties and agencies initiate implementation as efficiently
as possible once the Treaty goes into effect. Table 12 summarizes the interactions between the INF
Treaty and the CWC.

Endgane Negotiation Issues

The complete elimination of all shorter- and intermediate-range missiles under the INF Treaty
for the signatory parties provides for a comparatively simple verification regime. In the negotiating
endgame, however, several technical and monitoring issues, such as portal monitoring, SSI,
warhead disposition, missile conversion, research and development issues, and phasing of
reductions had not been settled. During the INF negotiations, the "minutia" of procedures related
to compliance monitoring activities was generally considered of secondary importance to achieving
agreement on the principal issues.

The decision to allow continuous portal monitoring came very late in the INF negotiations.
Technical issues concerning both OSI and portal monitoring were not resolved at Treaty signature,
but were negotiated in the 30 days between ratification and the beginning of baseline inspections.
Last-minute decisions led to a number of significant problems in the initial implementation phases,
particularly because timelines for implementation planning had not been identified. In some cases
initial U.S. and Soviet MOU data was inaccurate.

The CWC provisions include OSI during and after chemical weapons destruction, annual data
exchanges on stockpiles, and challenge inspections. Because of the substantial amount of material
involved in the CWC and the strict timeframe, resolution of all possible implementation and
verification provisions prior to endgame negotiations is vital to prepare sufficiently for Treaty
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Table 12. Interaction between CWC and INF.

CATEGORY RELATIONSHIP

INF requires elimination of all systems/missiles
CWC requires elimination of weapons and reduction of
chemicals

INF has no SSI or challenge other than at declared sites
GAPS OR CWC has anytime/anywhere challenge inspections
DIFFERENCES (proposed)

INF production facilities are monitored (only missile
motors, inpractice)

CWC production facilities are destroyed
Chemicals moritored under CWC are not easily
identifiable

Notification requirements are similar
OVERLAPS OR On-site inspections of TLI and CW eliminations
SINv1A1iRrTIES Challenge inspections of closed-out facilities

No conversions of TLI or CW allowed

Use similar air/ground transportation
SYNERGISTIC Concurrent training of inspectors/escorts may occur
EFFORTS Facility security procedures provided to private facilities

may be similar
Imaging and measuring equipment may be similar

CONFLICTING CWC challenge inspections may open former INF facilities
ACTIVITIES OR to inspections under both treaties
PROVISIONS
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implementation. While it would be impossible to resolve all issues until the final weeks of
negotiations, adequate planning and preparation requires that as many of these issues be addressed

and resolved as early in the negotiating process as possible.

Ensuring Accuracy of MOU Data

Inaccuracies and questions concerning U.S. MOU data on inspectable facilities required
revisions to data and in one case raised legal questions. Site diagrams were a major problem in
INF. Errors were made and corrections became necessary after EIF -- sometimes in the midst of
an inspection. Due to the short notice for fulfilling site diagram requirements, Soviet inspectors
raised questions concerning boundaries of one U.S. facility and roads connecting other facilities.

Inaccuracies noted in the initial MOU data were subsequently corrected and incorporated into data
updates.

In order to validate Soviet MOU data, OSIA formed a Validation of Technical Data (VOTD)
team to visit six Soviet elimination facilities to weigh and measure Soviet TLI during baseline
inspections. VOTD team personnel received specialized instruction from the U.S. Bureau of
Standards in order to accomplish this task.

At this point in the CWC negotiations, some implementation issues have already been
addressed. Timelines in the CWC are similar to those in INF and START, and the Army
Demilitarization Program for Chemical Weapons Stockpile essentially incorporates the necessity
for planning and scheduling eliminations. However, the sequence of implementation events needs
considerable attention to adequately plan for manpower and other resources.

Contractor Relations

In order to accommodate INF requirements, Government facilities and civilian contractor
facilities prepared for inspection activities and planned to protect sensitive or classified information.
Although the Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition (OUSD-A) and Army
personnel at Redstone Arsenal developed detailed site preparation guidelines and provided a
detailed briefing to all DOD components involved in INF implementation shortly after the treaty
was signed, preparations for OSI indicated that lack of consideration for contractors'

implementation roles during the negotiating process resulted in tw~e following:
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0 Soviet inspectors' presence affected facilities conducting other research and development
activities.

0 Some contractors' information was outdated or incorrect, resulting in last-minute
notification that their facility was subject to OSL

Lack of initial USG guidance and control resulted in delays, misinformation or
conflicting information, and confusion at contractors' facilities regarding USG
requirements and priorities.

Lack of prior funding plans and approval for contractor preparation forced the contractors
to use their own funds or to delay preparation activities until contracts could be let.
Reprogrammed funds also had diverse effects on other DOD activities.

The short lead time and funding difficulties from EIF to the beginning of baseline
inspections and portal operations reduced time allowed for planning, and designing
equipmenr and facilities needed to carry out the Treaty.

Many - perhaps the majority - CW inspection requirements will involve activities and facilities
that are not owned by, or under contract to, the U.S. Government. Although accustomed to
protecting proprietary information, private chemical companies do not have the same security
requirements as those imposed on DOD contractors. In some cases they will have no experience
working with Government agencies. These activities will need extra consideration and guidance in
preparing for inspections. USG agencies responsible for implementing CWC need to establish a
central point of contact (National Authority) to issue guidance and directives in preparation for an
inspection and to ensure uniformity and accuracy.

LegalIssu

The legal issues involved in any on-site inspection regime have been a subject of close scrutiny
since OSI genesis. Searching private property under OSI provisions could invoke Fourth
Amendment prohibitions against unreasonable search and seizure. Furthermore, there is always a
risk of losing proprietary or sensitive information.

Several of these legal issues were addressed between Treaty signature and the baseline phase in
INF, and contractual agreements were made between USG agencies and contractors providing the
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contractors' consent to allow Soviet inspectors onto their premises. Constant OSIA escort during

inspections has assured contractors that inspection procedures are carried out in a manner

consistent with the Treaty. In general, Constitutional and property rights do not limit intrusive OSI

if handled properly; however, inspections have limits, and the Constitution could curtail far-
reaching intrusions. Careful consideration and planning for all future treaties must be exercised to

minimize the risk to Constitutional and property issues under OSI.

Whenever sensitive activities take place at a facility subject to OSI, there is always a risk to

classified or proprietary information. The risk increases with the operation's size and product

sensitivity. Close coordination with USG personnel in developing site plans has allowed

contractors to protect sensitive or proprietary information while allowing inspectors full inspection
rights under INF. Under INF, protection was accomplished either by relocating certain programs,

closing down all sensitive and some non-sensitive operations during a Soviet inspection, or

additional security training and assigning direct responsibility to facility employees. For large

state-of-the-art facilities, portal monitoring may provide the greatest amount of protection, as

inspectors will see only finished products and not techniques, materials, or processes.

Some contractors anticipated possible discrimination for future Government contracts due to

the imminent possibility of Soviet inspectors being on the premises. To address these concerns,
the Secretary of Defense issued a memorandum reaffirming DOD's commitment to fair treatment of

all defense contractors subject to OSI, and directing potential decisionmakers not to take the

presence of Soviet inspectors into consideration when considering a contract award. This directive

ensured that adverse decisions would be reviewed at DOD's top level to ensure fairness. Since no
non-USG-affiliated activities have yet been subject to OSI, legal protection beyond DOD directives
must be addressed. Revisions to the DOD Federal Acquisition Regulations (DFAR) resulted in this

directive incorporating a non-discrimination clause in all solicitations and resulting contracts in

excess of $25,000. Unfortunately, this regulation provides no mechanism for potential claims

against DOD. To better protect facilities subject to OSI under CWC, DFAR should be modified
further to provide such a mechanism. Potential discrimination scenarios should be examined for

civilian companies with chemical facilities to provide them with legal guidance prior to Treaty

implementation.

INF addressed other liability issues including potential property confiscation to comply with

OSI or portal monitoring, and personal injury or property damage as a result of OSI. In INF
implementation, the possibility of legal property easement was recognized, although there was no
need under that Treaty. INF has specific provisions stating that the inspectors may not at any time
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interfere directly with ongoing activities, unnecessarily hampering operations, or affecting the

facility's safe operations; however, INF did not address liability in the event of injury to a Soviet

inspector. U.S. escorts maintain the right to prevent Soviet inspectors from undertaking life
threatening actions. Although no existing treaty addresses potential property damage, the U.S.
Government would likely assume responsibility for property damage or defective equipment

resulting from an accident at the site. To prevent future disputes to the extent possible, it is vital

that any future treaty utilizing OSI clearly outline all liabilities for personal injury or property

damage. BDM has produced several reports addressing the legal and constitutional issues of

implementing the CWC on-site inspection regime.

4.6.4 Conclusions.

The INF Treaty's most significant contributions to arms control verification were its provisions

for OSI and for continuous portal monitoring. Subsequent arms control treaty negotiations have
included and expanded similar provisions, which attempt to enhance each party's confidence in the

other's treaty compliance. With CFE, START, and the future CWC, the number of facilities

subject to inspection will steadily increase, as will the demands on those agencies responsible for
implementing the treaties. The experience gained in implementing INF proved invaluable in

providing lessons learned to prepare for implementation of other arms control treaties. The

foremost lesson from the INF experience is the need for adequate planning time to prepare funds,

personnel, facilities, and equipment and to complete logistical arrangements.

The CWC's data exchange will be far more detailed and extensive than that of INF. Because

the Treaty deals not only with the weapons themselves but the weapons materials, far more
facilities and activities will be vulnerable to inspections than in INF. Currently, responsible parties

and/or agencies should be identified to conduct decisive preparations, to prepare site diagrams, to
confirm data to be exchanged before questions arise, and to identify potential shortages or other

difficulties that facilities may experience prior to or during an inspection.

CWC's demands are unique in that purely private facilities will be subject to inspections,
especially if anytime/anywhere challenge inspections are agreed to. While legal issues have been

addressed for U.S. Government contractors, dealing with private companies will open an entirely

new set of concerns for information security, personal and property damage, and Government

funding for facilities that undergo inspections. The Army Demilitarization Program for the CW

stockpile essentially incorporates the necessity for planning and scheduling of eliminations, but

does not outline the sequence of implementation, manpower, and other resources. As seen
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through INF, insufficient planning in these areas may cause unnecessary strain on readily available
resources.

4.7 UN CONVENTION AGAINST TRAFFIC IN NARCOTIC DRUGS AND
PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES.

4.7.1 Overview.

The UN Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances is
an international convention that seeks to ensure that signatories enact domestic legislation against
drug production and trafficking. From 1912 to 1984, there have been eleven international
conventions on illicit narcotics control. In 1984 discussions on narcotic dugs and psychotropic
substances began under UN General Assembly auspices. Included in the UN Convention are
provisions which require State Parties to eradicate drugs and to demand reduction activities,
suppress illicit trade in precursor chemicals, and to ensure that commercial carriers are not used to
transport illegal drugs. The UN finalized the agreement at a special convention in December 1988,
and 43 nations immediately signed it.

The UN Convention is not an arms control treaty and may not seem relevant to the CWC;
however, the control mechanisms for the trafficking of narcotics, as well as the universality of the
UN Convention merit some review. The UN Convention contains numerous control procedures
that are applicable not only to narcotics and their precursors, but also to chemical weapons and
their precursors. As in the CWC, states party to the UN Convention must regulate commercial
business activities to ensure that the convention is not violated by private concerns.

4.7.2 Key Verification Provisions.

The UN Convention has key verification provisions similar to the CWC. While these
counterparts are not identical, they do provide insights to current chemical-related agreements.
Table 13 summarizes the key verification provisions of the UN Convention.

To combat illicit trafficking of listed chemicals, the UN Convention makes implicit use of the
Law of the Sea Convention of 1982 which governs inspection of suspect ships on the high seas.
Under Article 17 of the UN Convention, if a State Party suspects a ship registered in another
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Table 13. Key verf•icadon provisions .. UN Convention.

UN Convention Apainst
PROVISIONS CWC Trafflc In Narcotic Drup

& Psychotropic Substances

Initial inspection
ON-SITE INSPECTION Routine spection Signatories cooperate in
REGIME Challenge inspection inspection of suspect vessels

Alleged use of chemical weapons under LOS

Continuous monitoring Provisions for diversion of hazard-
DIVERSION Data reporting/delarations ous chermicals at national level
PREVENTION AND Sample analysis Monitoring includes suspicious
MONITORING Perimeter securing at challenge shipments, and documentation of
PROVISIONS site precursor chemicals in Tables I

Continuous presence of inspectors and II

TECHNICAL
COMPLEXITY OF Low to high levels None
VERIFICATION
PROVISIONS

Assist and protect against
chemical weapons

UNTVERSALITY Research, share/exchange chemi-
cals, equipment, information rein 70. nations have signed
ring to development and non-pro-
hibited application of chemistry

SPs will enact penal legislation
Organization can restrict or sus-

SANCTIONS pend SP rights and privileges Sanctions applicable to enacting
Collective measures in conformity domestic penal legislation
with international law, UN Gene-
ral Assemblyv Security Council ,_

Types and use of inspectors are
INSPECTORS/ undefined s. Coast Guard and DEA inspect
EQUIPMENTOR System may include sensors, anciF after consent of ships' state of
EQU IPM ENT FOlary equipment, transmission sys- registry
COMPLIANCE terns and employ sampling
MONITORING devices, seals, cameras

,The International Organization: International Narcotics Control
Possibly involve the International Board

RESOLUTION BODY Court of Justice and the UN UN Commission on Narcotic
General Assembly and Security Drugs
Council International Court of Justice

OTHER Facility agreements None
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signatory of illicit traffic, the customs or law enforcement elements of that State Party can ask the
nation of registry for information on the ship and for permission to inspect it. The State Parties

pledge to respond quickly to any such requests; however, a right of refusal is permitted and the

inspections are not allowed without the consent of the country of registry. The UN Convention

expanded upon the Law of the Sea by requiring each State Party to designate an agency or agencies

to act upon interdiction requests. The U.S. uses U.S. Navy and Air Force assets to monitor
"compliance" and DEA and Customs personnel to inspect suspect vessels.

Diversion Prizvention and Monitoring Provisionst

Although the UN Convention does not have verification provisions per se, it does have

provisions equivalent to CBMs. The principal CBM is Article 12 which discusses chemical

diversion. The state parties must enact laws and take appropriate measures to ensure that precursor

chemicals are not diverted for illicit purposes. The precursor chemicals are listed in Tables I and H

of Article 12. Domestically, State Parties must regulate any enterprise dealing with any chemicals

listed in these tables and enact laws against their diversion to illicit usage. On the international
level, this Article calls for establishment of a system documenting international commercial

transactions of Table I chemicals (the most dangerous chemicals) and identifying suspicious

transactions. All states transferring such chemicals must notify the receiving state of the

transaction.

Univrslity

There are no provisions that attempt to provide for universality; however, knowing that the

U.S. is a driving force behind the Convention and that many of the State Parties depend on the

U.S. for foreign aid, there is an unwritten universality provision.

The sanctions imposed upon State Parties to the UN Convention relate to the domestic

legislation that must be established and enforced. This is a U.S. attempt to make other nations

enact penal legislation for production, cultivation, trafficking or possession of certain drugs. The

laundering of drug-related money must also be made illegal by each nation.
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4.

The previous anti-drug conventions had established two supervisory bodies -- The
International Narcotics Control Board (INCB), and the UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs. The
UN Convention expands these organizations' roles. The INCB oversees such provisions as the
illicit narcotics minufacture, commercial documentation, and export labelling. The UN
Commission on Narcotic Drugs reviews the operation of the Convention and can change the
chemicals nn Tables I and II. The Commission is also charged with taking action on non-
compliance issues referred by the INCB; however, those actions are actions whkih the commission

"deems appropriate."

If a problem arises, Article 32 states that the parties will consult and employ any peaceful
nmr-is necessary to settle the dispute. Should this fail, th6 issue would be referred to the ICJ.
This ar,•ck_ ;s optional at time of signature for states like the U.S., which are unable to submit to
the compulsory jurisdiction of the ICI.

4.7.3 Inte.-action Between the CWC and the UN Convention Against Traffic in Narcotic Drngs
and Psychotropic Substances.

Upon cursory examination, CWC and the UN Convention on Narcotics seem to have little
inte- ction. These interactions are summarized in Table 14. The CWC is an attempt at arms
disarinament, and as such relates tn the military. The narcotics convention is an attempt at
international law enforcement and therefore is related to procedures for law enforcement and
customs officials. However, there are some legal similarities. For example, both conventions
require regulation of private firms which engage in commerce in chemicals listed in the
conventions' annexes. Both stipulate that procedures be enacted to prevent the diversion of
chemicals to illicit purposes. Both conventions require domestic penal legislation to ensure that
violation of these provisions is a criminal activity. It should be nottd that no one chemical is
subject to both conventions. However, there is a potential that a challenge inspection under the
CWC can intentionally or inadvertently lead to discovery of chemicals violating the UN
Convention. Another similarity between the two conventions is that both use oversight/resolution
bodies. The INCB and the UN Commission serve much the same functions as the CWC
Organization without the inspection duties. Finally, both conventions create an authority to handle
notifications uf intent to inspect.
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Table 14. Interacdon between CWC and UN Conventdon.

CATEGORY RELATIONSHIP

UN Convention lacks the OSI and monitoring provisions
GAPS OR of CWC
DIFFERENCES UN Convention monitors different chemicals than the

CWC
OSI under UN Convention is based on consent

Both have resolution bodies
OVERLAPS OR Regulation of commercial chemical firms producing
SIMILARITIES convention-specified chemicals provided for under both

Penal legislation is required by both conventions

SYNERGISTIC CWC inspections could identify non-compliance with
EFFORTS UN Convention

CONFLICTING
ACTIVITIES OR None
PROVISIONS
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The only form of inspection allowed by the UN Convention is at sea In international waters

after obtaining the consent of the government of registry. This right of refusal is an important
precept in internationally recognized laws of the sea. The CWC allows much broader inspection
procedures and, in the current Rolling Text, the inspected State Party does not have the right of

refusal during challenge inspections.

4.7.4 Conclusion.

The UN Convention is a forerunner to the CWC in that it also attempts to control the activities
related to dangerous chemicals. The relationship between the two agreements is an important one.
The fundamentals of diversion prevention and documenting chemical production, storage, and
transfer required by the UN Convention are the same as those for the CWC. Additionally, both

Conventions affect private chemical manufacturers of particular chemicals and require domestic
penal legislation to enforce their provisions. In conclusion, CWC OSI could partially verify that

the UN Convention provisions are being fulfilled and could expose violations. Such inspections
performed under the CWC could unintentionally produce an inspection regime for the UN

Convention.

4.8 THE U.S.-SOVIET CHEMICAL WEAPONS AGREEMENT (AND MOU).

4.8.1 Overview.

Since June 1984 the United States and the Soviet Union have held numerous bilateral meetings
on chemical weapons arms control. In 1989, as the pace of CWC negotiations slowed, the U.S.-

Soviet bilateral talks took on greater importance and assumed a much higher public profile. On
September 23, 1989, the U.S. and the Soviet Union signed a bilateral MOU on veritication tiials.
The verification experiment and data exchange specified in the MOU is intended to facilitate the
process of negotiation, signature, and ratification of the CWC.

Later that month, President Bush presented to the United Nations General Assembly a chemical
weapons arms control proposal to the Soviet Union. In it the President said that the U.S. would

(1) destroy 80 percent of its chemical weapons stockpile prior to signing the CWC, if the Soviet
Union would agree to do the same and would agree to an adequate inspection regime; and (2)
destroy 98 percent of its stockpile within eight years of a convention entering into force, if the
Soviets would join the Convention. The remaining two percent would be destroyed in the next
two years if all chemical weapons-capable states were parties to the CWC. In addition, the U.S.
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agreed to cease production, should the Soviet Union accept President Bush's proposal. By

proposing immediate destruction of CW stocks deeper and faster than the schedule under

negotiation at the CD, the U.S. demonstrated its seriousness, flexibility, and desire to provide

special impetus w the multilateral negotiations. The eight-year/two-percent proposal was intended

to facilitate the convention's earliest possible Entry Into Force by providing an incentive for all

states to join the convention immediately.

The Soviet Union accepted the President's United Nations Chemical Weapons Proposal of

September 1989, and the U.S. accepted the Soviet condition that chemical weapons production

must be ended. As a result, on June 1, 1990, Presidents Bush and Gorbachev signed a bilateral

agreement addressing chemical weapons production and chemical weapons stockpiles destruction.

This agreement is formally known as The Agreement Between the United States of America and

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on Destruction and Non-Production of Chemical Weapons

and on Measures to Facilitate the Multilateral Convention on Banning Chemical Weapons (i.e., the

U.S.-Soviet Chemical Weapons Agreement).

The Agreement provides that each Party will (1) cease chemical weapons production upon

Entry LIto Force; (2) reduce and limit its chemical weapons so that its aggregate quantity of

chemical weapons does not exceed 5,000 metric tons no later than December 21, 2002; (3) reduce

and limit its chemical weapons so that, by the end of the eighth year after ElF of the CWC, its

aggregate quantity does not exceed 500 metric tons; and (4) propose that a special multilateral

conference be convened to determine whether participation in the CWC is sufficient to complete the

elimination of CW stocks over the following two years. The destruction of chemical weapons will

begin no later than December 31, 1992. In addition, no later than December 31, 1999, each party

will have destroyed at least 50 percent of its aggregate quantity of chemical weapons. The

Agreement further mandates the declaration of chemical weapons stockpiles, and storage and

destruction facilities. These declarations and the storage and destruction of chemical weapons will

be verified by routine or continuous OSI and monitoring instruments. Finally, the Agreement

provides for bilateral trial challenge inspections. A series of bilateral U.S.-Soviet meetings were

held during 1990 to work out the details of the inspection protocol and modalities for the trial

challenge inspections. The verification provisions to date are discussed below.

4.8.2 Key Verification Provisions.

The verification provisions of the MOU and U.S.-Soviet agreement are similar to those of the

CWC. While similarities exist in the MOU, as summarized in Table 15, they are most evident in
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Table 15. Key veri tion proviLovim - U.S.-Sovkut MOU.

U.S.-Soviet MemorandumPROVISIONS CWC of Understanding (MOU)

Initial inspection
ON-SITE INSPECTION Routine inspection Phase I - initial and routine OSI;
REOMIE Challenge inspection challenge

Alleged use of chemical weapons

Continuous monitoring
DIVERSION Dat reprindwlarations
PREVENTION AND Sample analysis Dat exchange
MONITORING Perimeter securing at challenge
PROVISIONS site

Continuous presence of insectors

TECHNICAL
COMPLEXITY OF Low to high levels Low level
VERIFICATION
PROVISIONS

Assist and protect against
chemical weapons

UNIVERSALITY Research, share/exchange chemi- t Not applicable
cals, equipment, information ela
ting to development and non-pro-

, hibited application of chemistry
SPs will enact penal legislation
Organization can restrict or sus-

SANCTIONS pend SP rights and privileges NoneCollective measures in conformity
with international law, UN Gene
ral Assembly, Security Council

TYPES AND USE OF Types and use of inspectors are

INSPECTORS/ undefred

EQUIPMENT FOR System may include sensors, ancil Types of inspectors unspecified

COMPLIANCE lsry equipment, transmission sys. Seals. cameras

MONITORING tems and employ sampling
devices, seals, cameras

The International Organization: None; employ normal diplomatic
Possibly involve the International channels, specifically designated

RESOLUTION BODY Court of Justice and the UN representatives, or other means
General Assembly and Security agreed upon
Council

OTHER Facility agreements None
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the case of the bilateral CW agreement as shown in Table 16. Diversion prevention is provided
through data exchanges and, in the case of the bilateral agreement, through the continuous presence
of inspectors and equipment. Neither the MOU nor the Agreement have universality provisions
because of their bilateral natures. Additionally, neither have provisions for sanctions because the
provisions affect military assets; therefore, the respective governments can manage compliance
assurance. The remainder of these provisions are discussed below.

The MOU signed at Jackson Hole, Wyoming, September 23, 1989, sets out a bilateral
verification experiment and data exchange to occur in two phases. In Phase I, which began in
December 1989, each nation exchanged general data on their chemical weapons capabilities and
conducted exchange xiaiM to selected chemical weapons storage and production facilities; the
specific facilities were mutually agreed upon by June 30, 1990. In addition, each side will permit
the other side to visit two commercial chemical production facilities. To date, the initial data
exchange and three exchange visits have occurred.

During MOIT Phase II, to begin no later than four months prior to both countries initialling the
CWC, the two sides will exchange detailed data and perform on-site inspections to verify the data
exchanged under Phase I and II. Each nation will use its own national means to evaluate this data
and will have the opportunity, under Phase H, to verify the data through on-site inspections. Prior
to the initialling the CWC, each nation will have the opportunity to select and inspect up to five
declared chemical weapons storage and production facilities. In addition, should either side, as of
the exchange of Phase II data, possess a single small-scale facility for the production of Schedule 1
chemicals, it will be subject to an additional inspection. Each side will also have the opportunity to
carry out up to five challenge inspections. All inspections will be carried out within the agreed four
months from the date of the Phase U1 declarations. Routine inspections of declared facilities, as
well as challenge inspections, will be conducted in accordance with the corresponding provisions
of the CWC, taking into account that these inspections are bilateral and do not involve the CWC
Organization. Challenge inspections may be made at any location or facility of the other party, as
provided for in the draft CWC, except that, for the purposes of the MOU, and without creating a
precedent, challenge inspections at facilities not on the territory of the parties may be made only at
military facilities of a party in specific countries. Challenge inspections will be conducted in a
manner consistent with the domestic law of the side be inspected. To clarify questions related to
the data exchanged during Phases I and 1I, the two parties will employ normal diplomatic channels,
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Tabkl 16. Key vrcaae, x provisuons - U.S..Soviet CWAgreewnt..

US.-Soviet ChemicalPROVISIONS CWC Weapons Agreement

Initial inspection
ON-SITE INSPECTION Routine inspection Initial and routine OSI
REGIME Challenge inpectica Tral challenge inspection

Alleged use of chemical weapons

Continuous monitrin.
DIVERSION Data Cndc cstinuous presence of Inspectors
PREVENTION AND Sample analysis Continuous monitoring with on.
MONrrTORING Peimet securing at challenge site instrunents
PROVISIONS site Data exchange

Continuous presence or Inspector _

TECHNICAL
COMPLEXITY OF
VERIFICATION Low to high levels Low to high levels
PROVISIONS

Assist and protect against
chemical weapons

Research, share/exchange cheni-
cals, equipment, information rela-
ting to development and non-pro-
hibited application of chemistry

SPI will enact pena legislation
Organization can restrict or sus-

SANCTIONS pend SP rights and privileges None
Collective measures in conformity
with international law, UN Gene-
ral Assneblv. Seciurity Cwncil

TYPES AND USE OF Types and use of inspectors are Types of inspectors include teamundefined k and deputy turn leader
EQUIPMENT FOR System may include sensors, atol- Military an medical specialists
COMPILANCE limy equipment. transmmion sys Sampling devices, seals, andMONITOINC tens and employ sampling camera eqApment
MONITORING devices, seals, cameras

The International Organizedo
Possibly involve the baernational Bilateral Chemicl Weapons

RESOLUT!ION BODY Court of Justice and the UN Commi sio (Proposed)
General Assembly and Security
Council

OTHER Facility agreements Facility agreements and
cooperative activities (proposed)
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specifically-designated representatives, or other such means as may be agreed upon. Table 15
summarizes the verification provisions in the MOU.

Verification of the June 1990 U.S.-Soviet Chemical Weapons Apeeent will be thiough a
combination of the continuous presence of inspectors and monitoring instruments at CW
destruction sites, and routine, on-site inspection of CW production and storage facilities. Both
nations agreed to continue verification procedures tests, including trial challenge inspections of

undeclared facilities.

Under Article V of the Agreement, each party will provide access to each of its chemical

weapons production facilities for routine OSI to confirm that production of chemical weapons has
ceased. In addition, each party will identify and provide access to each of its chemical weapons

destruction facilities and to the holding areas within for routine OSI of weapons destruction. These
inspections will be accomplished by the continuous presenre of inspectors and continuous
monitoring with on-site instruments. Following the removal of weapons from a specific storage

site, each party will have the right to conduct OSI of chemnical weapons storage facilities to confirm
that no weapons are being stored there. Each party will also bave the right to conduct inspections
of those storage facilities where chemical weapons remain to determine the quantities and types of
weapons at each site. The Protocol to the U.S.-Soviet Chemical Weapons Agreement will provide

detailed provisions for the implementation of these inspection measures. To date, no provisions

are defined for conducting trial challenge inspections.

The objectives of inspections at chemical weapons destruction facilities will be to ensure that no

chemical weapons are diverted and to confirm the destruction of chemical weapons under the
Agreement. These inspections of chemical weapons destruction will begin for both Parties no later
than December 31, 1992, on a reciprocal basis. The objectives of inspections at chemical weapons

storage facilities will be to determine the quantity and types of chemical weapons at each facility,

and to build confidence in the accuracy of the dec!arations provided for that facility. Inspections at
chemical weapons production facilities will confirm that no resumption of chemical weapons
production occurs and that no specialized chemical weapons production equipment is removed

from that facility unless agreed upon.

Te of Insntors and Equipment

Inspector qualifications and equipment required under both the MOU and the Agreement are

undefined. However, due to the nature of the data and facilities subject to inspection, it is evident
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that bilateral OSI will at least require chemical process engineers and chemical demilitwrition

personnel.

Reslution Rady

There is no resolution body under the MOU. Rather the two parties will employ normal
diplomatic channels, designated representatives, or other agreed upon means to communicate.

Under the U.S.-Soviet Agreement them is a proposed body called the Bilateral Chemical Weapons
Commission. However, the Protocol that would establish the Commission is still under
negotiation.

o1ba

To facilitate implementation of the inspection provisions, the parties may carry out cooperative

activities related to inspection procedures. Such activities may include testing of inspection
procedures, development and testing of equipment, or any other activities on which the parties

agree.

4.8.3 Interaction Between the CWC and the U.S.-Soviet Chemical Weapons Agreement.

There are several similarities and differences between the MOU and the CWC as summarized in
Table 17. For example, both the MOU and the CWC provide for data exchanges for monitoring,
on-site inspections of declared. ,emical weapons storage, production facilities and single small-
scale facilities, and challenge OSL The MOU inspections will be performed in accordance with the
corresponding provisions in the CWC. In addition, since both the MOU and the CWC allow for
inspection of chemical weapons storage and production facilities, it is reasonable to assume that the
types and use of inspectors will be the same. However, CD/I 108 does not set limits on the
number of inspections, whereas the MOU restricts each party to five inspections of declared sites
and five challenge inspections. These inspections will be completed prior to both countries
initialling the CWC. This reflects the nature of the MOU as an experiment in verification

effectiveness and data exchanges.

The U.S.-Soviet Chemical Weapons Agreement is also very similar to the CWC (see Table 18)
in that verification will be performed through continuous monitoring with on-site instruments and
continuous presence of inspectors; routine OSI of chemical weapons destruction, production, and
storage facilities; and challenge inspections of undeclared sites (trial basis under the bilateral
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Table 17. Inkracen between CWC and U.S.-Sovket MOU.

CATEGORY RELATIONSHIP

The MOU limits each nation to live rutn OSI and five
GAPS OR challenge OSI; the CWC does not have these types of
DIFFERENCES quotas

No resolution body or sanctions exist in the MOU;the CWC provides for both

Both CWC and the MOU provide for data exchanges,
OVERLAPS OR and routine and challenge OSI
SIMILARITIES Facilities subject to routine inspection are declared CW

storage, production, and destruction facilities
Types of inspectors and equipment will be similar

Objectives to facilitate cessation of global chemical
SYNERGISTIC weapons production
EFFORTS OSI performed under the MOU will be conducted in

accordance with the corresponding provisions in the
draft CWC

CONFLICTING
ACTIVrIEs OR None
PROVISIONS
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Table M8. Interacdon between CWC and U.-.Sviet CW AeeasWnt

CATEGORY RELATIONSHIP

GAPS OR The bilateral agreement does not contain sanctions for
DIFFERENCES non-compliance

Both treaties will have similar diversion prevention
OVERLAPS OR monitoring provisions, OSI, and general inspection
SIMILARITIES procedures

Both will have resolution bodies

Common goal to ban global chemical weapons
After the CWC EIF, the provisions of the CWC will take

SYNERGISTIC precedence over the provisions of the bilateral CW
SERGTSTC agreement in cases of incompatible obligations; other-
EFFORTS wise the provisions of the bilateral agreement will

supplement CWC provisions in its operation between
the U.S. and the Soviet Union

CONFLICTING
ACTIVITIES OR None
PROVISIONS
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4.8.4 Conclusions.

The Memorandum of Understanding, the U.S.-Soviet Chemical Weapons Agreement. and the

CWC share the same objective -- to facilitate a global ban on chemical weapon production and

stockpiling. The verification provisions defined in each document are similar. Each provides for

dam exchanges and some degree of on-site inspection. In addition, the U.S.-Soviet Agreement

and the CWC provide for the continuous presence of inspectors, the continuous monitoring with

on-site instruments, and the routine and challenge on-site inspections of chemical weapons

destruction, production, and storage facilities.

The MOU and the bilateral agreement address their interaction with the CWC (Article V,
paragraph 6 and Article VIII, paragraph 1, respectively). Under the MOU, inspections of declared

and challenged facilities will be conducted in accordance with the CWC. The provisions in the

U.S.-Soviet Agreement will supplement the provisions of the CWC except in the case of

conflicting provisions. In this instance, the provisions under the CWC, upon Entry Into Force,
will take precedence over the bilateral provisions. As a result of this mechanism, there are no

conflicting activities or provisions that require resolution.
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S4.9 TREATY ON CONVENTIONAL ARMED FORCES IN EUROPE (CFE).

4.9.1 Overvew.

Despil the obvious need to prevent military conflict in Europe after World War II, attempts at
conventional arms control remained ineffective until 1975. In that year, 35 nations of the
Confere oan Security and Confidence in Europe (CSCE) slgned the Helsinki Final Act. This
primarily political agreement scheduled a series of CSCE future meetings for establishing

confidence- and security-building measures -- cooperative measures. While they arguably
reprmmted progress in reducing the risk of war in Europe, confidence- and security-building
meanms did not involve arms limitations or reductions.

One attempt to address conventional arms control in Europe was the Mutual and Balanced
Force Reduction (MBFR) talks that met in Vienna from 1973 to 1989. These negotiations made
little progress over sixteen years due to the exclusion of forces in France and the Soviet Western
Military District and attempts to place limits on personnel rather than offensive equipment. The
choice of personnel limits made any agreement unveriflable and meaningless without
commensurate reduction in offensive weapons systems. Additionally, the exclusion of troop
sanctuaries would not appreciably reduce the risk of "surprise attack."

However, in a 1986 meeting between the alliances at Budapest, the Warsaw Pact leadership
proposed to NATO, for the first time, reductions of military personnel in the region between the
Atlantic and the Urals. NATO leadership responded that the huge quantitative imbalance of

conventional military equipment -- not personnel - presented the most serious European security
problems. NATO proposed a new set of negotiations with the Warsaw Pact to specifically address
this imbalance, independent of the CSCE talks, which included membership beyond the two
organizations. Negotiations began two months later and evolved into the Negotiations on
Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE Talks) with the specific objectives of reducing national
holdings of key conventional weapons and establishing an effective verification regime.

One year later, both NATO and the Warsaw Pact had produced draft treaties to accomplish the
weapons reduction objectives of the talks. After seven rounds of negotiation and the resolution of

outstanding conflicts between the U.S. Secretary of State and the Soviet Foreign Minister, NATO
and Warsaw Pact leaders signed the final draft of the CFE Treaty on November 19, 1990.
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K V CF0 offer both groups of signatory nations a elaer via* of. the other nations' military

posture. Its universal appeal is that it provides definitive limitations to key military equipment in

Burope. The agreement defines five treaty-limited equipment =TLE) categories. The symmetrical
limits arn alliance-wide ceilings that have national sublimits. The TLE categories and ceilings are
as follows:

Main Battle Tanks 20,000

Artillery 20,000

Armored Combat Vehicles 30,000
Combat Aircraft 6,800
Attack Helicopters 2,000

4.9.2 Key Verification Provisions.

The CFE Treaty signed November 1990 incorporates a sweeping verification regime. CFE
specifically upholds the signatory nations' rights to utilize national (and "multinational") technical
means to monitor the compliance of other signatory nations. The Treaty also specifies a detailed

mandatory exchange of military information between nations. And most importantly, the Treaty
provides for an intrusive OSI regime. These key verification provisions are outlined in Table 19.
The Treaty contains no sanctions for non-compliance.

Provisions for four types of intrusive on-site inspections lie at the heart of the CFE verification

regime. These inspection rights represent a more selective and intrusive extension of the
information exchange and NTM rights and obligations. The CFE inspections seem technically

simple compared to CWC inspections.

The first type of on-site inspection involves inspecting the reduction processes for TLE. The

second type of inspection involves the certification of recategorizing certain types of combat
aircraft. CFE does not limit nor allow right of refusal for either of these inspections types.

A third type of on-site inspection involves observations within sites declared by a signatory

state. While CFE allows no right to refuse these inspections, it does subject them to a quota. Each
signatory state must accept a number of these inspections equal to a certain percentage of declared

equipment sites. For the first 120 days after CFE EIF, a state must accept a number equal to 20%
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Table 19. Key verification provisions .. CFE.

PROVISIONS CWC CFE

Init inspection Declared f-cilities (quotas)
ON-SrTE INSPECTION Routine inspection erction process

REGIME Challenge inspection Callgica tion pro (os

Alleged use of chemical weapons Chllenge inspections(quotas.right of refusal)

Continuous monitoring
DIVERSION Data reixrting/declarations No verification of non-productionPREVENTION AND Sample analysisTagnadselg
MONITORING Perimeter securing at challenge Tagging and sealing
PROVISIONS site

Continuous presence of inspectors

TECHNICAL
COMPLEXITY OF Low to high levels Low level
VERIFICATION
PROVISIONS

Assist and protect against
chemical weapons

UNVERSALTY Research, share/exchange chemi- Not applicable
cals, equipment, information rela-
ting to development and non-pro-
hibited application of chemistry

SPs will enact penal legislation
Organizýaion can restrict or sus-

SANCTIONS pend SP rights and privileges Now
Collective measures in conformity
with international law, UN Gone-
ral Assembly, Security Council

TYPES AND USE OF Types and use of inspectors arm

INSPECTORS/ undefined Familiarity with inspected military

EQUIPMENT FOR System may include sensors, ancil- equipment and operations

COMPLIANCE lary equipment, transmission sys- Linguistic support

MONITORING tems and employ sampling Cameras, binoculars, aircraft
MONTORING_ devices, seals, cameras

The International Organizatiom
Possibly involve the International

RESOLUTION BODY Court of Justice ard the UN Joint Consultative Group
General Assembly and Security
Council

OTHER Facility agreements None
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of its total declared sites. For the following three years of reduction a state must accept 10% per
year. Following the three year reduction period a state must accept a number of inspections equal

to 20% of its declared sites within a 120 day period, then a state must accept a number of

inspections equal to 15% of its declared sites for each of the following years. States must always

accept a minimum of one inspection of its declared sites per year.

The fourth type of CFE on-site inspection allows for State Parties to conduct challenge

inspections; however, CFE subjects these inspections to both a quota and a right of refusal.

During the first 120-day period after ElF, during each of the three subsequent years, and for the

120-day period immediately subsequent, each signatory state is obligated to accept a number of

challenge inspections equal to 15% of its obligatory inspections of declared sites for that same

period. CFE obliges signatory states to accept challenge inspections at a rate of 23% every year

thereafter. States must always accept a minimum of one challenge inspection per year.

Diversion Prevention and Monitoring Provisions

Diversion prevention and monitoring in CFE is concerned with the movement or surreptitious

deployment of large numbers of TLE that can be monitored by NTM. CFE Article XV condones

the use of NTM and mirrors similar provisions in previous arms control agreements such as INF

and the draft Chemical Weapons Convention. CFE also attempts to enhance the effectiveness of

NTM verification by banning intentional concealment measures intended to impede verification.

Moreover, the Treaty outlaws the interference with the NTM of other signatory nations. The

Treaty language places only two constraints upon the employment of NTM for CFE verification

purposes. First, NTM must be utilized in accordance with the "generally recognized principals of

international law." Secondly, the Treaty allows for the routine "cover and concealment practices

associated with normal personnel training, maintenance or operations involving conventional

armaments and equipment limited by the treaty."

The CFE Protocol on Information Exchange provides for extensive routine communications

between the signatory nations. For example, each nation must keep the others informed of the

command organization, designation, and subordination down to brigade/regiment level of all its
land forces within the geographic area to which the Treaty applies. Each nation must also keep the

others informed of the command organization, designation, and subordination of air forces

(including air defense aviation) down to wing/air regiment level within the area of Treaty

application. Independent units smaller than brigades/regiments or wings/air regiments must also be

reported.
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The CPE also requires that each signatory state initially declare and aggressively update
descriptive listings of all its holdings, maximum allowable holdings, and its progress and shortfalls
in reducing its TLE holdings such as battle tanks, armored combat vehicles, artillery, combat
aircraft, and attack helicopters. Signatory states must also report the equipment locations.
Moreover, CFE provides explicit standardized message formats for the information exchanges
mandated which facilitate automation of the obligatory communication process between signatory
nations. It is important to note that the information exchange requirements have already revealed a
small degree of Soviet non-compliance. The protests of the other signatory states and high level
U.S.-Soviet consultations resulted in resolution of the dispute.

Universlit

The CFE Treaty is multinational, encompassing forces of 22 nations, but was bilateral in nature
since it was a negotiated agreement between two military alliances. In this respect, it was very
important to involve all of the nations of the two alliances.

I=_p of InSC and Eniument

The inspectors need to be familiar with the military equipment and operations being inspected.
They will probably need little more than cameras, binoculars, flashlights, pens, and paper to
accomplish their mission. CFE refers to a fifth type of inspection involving aerial observation of
other State Parties within the geographic area of CFE application (Article XIV). The details,
however, are left to the same future negotiations provided for in Article XVIII which are aimed at
achieving agreement on additional measures to improve security and stability in Europe.

Resolut.ionx

In the event of a controversy involving CFE compliance, the Treaty established a Joint
Consultative Group. This group determines any action regarding disputed matters. Unfortunately,
any decision cannot be taken should any member object. There are no specified automatic

sanctions.
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4.9.3 Interaction Between the CWC and CFEL

Despite the dramatically different verification objectives of the two treaties, CEE and CWC
have a peat deal in common as summarized in Table 20. For instance, both agreements aim to

track thousands of small items or quantities of material which can be readily moved and attempt to
monitor activity at numerous declared installations. Both agreements would attempt to track and

account for Treaty-limited materials into and out of the applicable areas - zones for CFE, nations
for CWC. In addition, both CFE and CWC involve the tracking of material closely related to
Treaty-affected material while remaining exempt from the provisions of the agreement; moreover,
both verification regimes must monitor reductions in Treaty-affected material.

The verification provisions of the CWC and CFE differ most significantly in their on-site

inspection regimes. While CFE limits both inspections of declared sites and challenge inspections
to quotas, the CWC inspection regime is ostensibly limitless. Moreover, while CFE subjects
challenge inspections to a right of refusal, the CWC has no full right of refusal. This conflict could

result in circumvention of the CFE inspection quotas and right of refusal in certain circumstances.
For example, if a nation signatory to the CWC initiated a challenge inspection of U.S. military

installations in Europe, it would not only be non-refusable, but the inspection also would not count
against CFE limitations. Therefore, any nation wishing to circumvent the CFE (or CSBM) quotas
or right of refusal could initiate a CWC challenge inspection instead. As a resuit, any benefits to be

derived by the U.S. (or any nation) from the quotas or right of refusal could be undercut. It

would be difficult to identify any nation attempting to utilize the CWC provisions in such a manner
as an abuser of the regime, because it is entirely plausible that if the U.S. (or any nation) were to
violate the CWC, it would have an interest in deploying the chemical weapons near U.S. military

forces.

It is important to note, however, that the CWC challenge inspection provisions constrain the

challenging nation's ability to gather information at the inspection site. Under the CWC, third

party inspectors conduct the inspections accompanied by a single observer from the challenging
state. Therefore, while CWC challenge inspections could provide a means to inspect CFE-related

installations in excess of CFE quotas and in circumvention of the full 6FE right of refusal, the
marginal utility for CFE purposes of such inspections to the challenging nation would be
constrained. Still, the U.S. must consider the likelihood of such a tactic and its impact on
operational security.
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Table 20. Ihrnaciuox between CWC and CFE.

CATEGORY RELATIONSHIP

GAPS OR CFE has explicit geographic limitations
DIFFERENCES

OVERLAPS OR CFE inspectors will be able to look for and report on

SHnI.ARfrIES indications of preparedness to employ chemical
weapons

SYNERGISTIC Both teaties verification provisions require extensive
EFFORTS information management and telecommunications

CONFLICTING CWC challenge Inspections could be utlized to
ACT1VrM OR cicumventCFE quotas, rights of refusal, and
PROVISIONS geographic limitations
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The CWC provisions for unlimited challenge inspections also provide a means to circumvent

the deliberate Sgoraphic gaps in the CFE and the CSBM ageements' coverage. If, for example,
the U.S.S.R. wished to look at the UK air base at Nicosia, Cyprus, It could do so under the guise

of a CWC challenge inspection. It is likely such a challenge inspection would occur during a crisis
which has attenuatud the imporance of the individual bases targeted for inspection. This important

conflict between CFE (and CSBM) constraints and CWC freedoms means that challenge

inspections provide an extension of ostensibly legitimized Soviet intrusiveness against our

conventional forces, even beyond the geographical boundaries of CFE and CSBM application.

If CWC inspections are used to circumvent the geographic boundaries of CFE, then any

attempt by nations such as the U.S.S.R. or Turkey to divert Treaty Limited Items to regions

beyond CFE applicability could become subject to exposure through on-site inspection under the
provisions of CWC combined with NTM.

The U.S. should also consider the benefit as well as the cost of the CWCs less restrained

inspection regime. The U.S. could use the CWC challenge inspection provision to counteract a

Soviet exploitation of one of the CFE geographic gaps. For example, a Soviet buildup on Iran's

northeastern border east of the Urals could continue unexposed by CFE inspections due to the
deliberate geographical gaps in the Treaty, but a CWC challenge inspection, as in the previous

example, could serve to expose or discourage offensive military operations. Likewise, such an

inspection could verify that a perceived threat does not actually exist. Therefore, the CWC

challenge inspection regime represents a potential windfall in the escalating licensed intrusiveness

in the U.S.S.R. albeit reciprocal, if the U.S. should find such inspections acceptable.

In one sense CFE inspections overlap the CWC inspection regime's objectives. All CFE
inspections could attempt to verify, among other things, whether or not the observed ground forces

continue to train in the use of chemical weapons. This synergistic effort and its results could be
coordinated throughout NATO and non-NATO nations. CFE inspectors should also be mindful of
the presence of chemical wapons stockpiles. Clearly, inspections intended to investigate primarily

chemical weapons issues should be conducted as CWC inspections to avoid inefficient utilization
of CFE inspections or CSBM observations which are subject to quotas.

The CFE and the CWC call for large amounts of direct or indirect communication between

signatory states, yet only the CFE provides for standardized message formats. These formats not

only facilitate the automation of mandated information exchange and information storage, but they
also specify and standardize the precise requirements of the Treaty. The CWC requires an even
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greater amount of information reporting, but provides for no standardized formats. As a result, the
signatory nations may submit a variety of formats which would be difficult to compile for
verification purposes. The framers of the CWC should accept as a CFE lesson learned that
standardized reporting formats can make the information exchange process more efficient.

Given that the verification process of both treaties can benefit from standardized message
formatting, it would be in the interest of the United States and other nations to design and utilize
common automated data systems for tracking such important verification data. The same system
and facilities could support the compilation of this data both at the national and international
organization level. Likewise, this same synergistic effort could be utilized for reporting the U.S.
information requirements.

4.9.4 Conclusions.

While CIE and the CWC differ dramatically in objectives and implementation, there is a
significant potential for interaction. Most importantly. the liberal CWC inspection provisions could
facilitate the circumvention of inspection limitations placed on CPE inspections. If the U.S.
determines that such use of CWC inspections would be contrary to its interests, then actions
should be taken during CWC negotiations to avoid this problem. But the liberal application of
CWC inspections may also serve U.S. interests. There also may be opportunities for synergistic
effort between the verification regimes. The development of common data management and
telecommunication systems for all the requirements is the clearest of these opportunities.

4.10 STRATEGIC ARMS REDUCTION TREATY (START).

4.10.1 Overview.

On July 31, 1991, the United States and the Soviet Union signed an historic document -- the
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, or START. This treaty required the world's two principal
nuclear powers to not only limit strategic nuclear weapons and the weapon delivery systems but,
for the first time, to reduce existing force levels. The START Treaty will require a 25-35 percent
reduction in each party's aggregate number of deployed nuclear weapons, which will also produce
a parallel reduction in the number of deployed delivery systems. All reductions must be completed
within seven years in a three-phase drawdown to equal levels at the end of each phase. Tne
treaty's duration is to be 15 years, unless superseded earlier, it also provides an option to extend
for five-year increments if both sides agree.
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The START Treaty is perhaps the most complicated ueaty ever signed between the two nuclea"
superpowers but its objective is simple: to reduce the strategic nuclear forces of both sides in order
to reduce the risk of nuclear war. START will strengthen strategic stability in three ways:

1) While overall warhead reductions will approximate 25-35 percent, nearly 40-50 percent

reductions in warheads will occur on those systems that are the most de-stabilizing, i.e.,
strategic ballistic missiles. Indeed, the Soviet heavy ICBM force -- the most de-
stabilizing missile system of all -- will be cut exactly in half, from 308 missiles with 10
warheads each (3080 warheads) to 154 missiles (1540 warheads).

2) START provides incentives for each side to restructure its strategic forces in ways to
make them less de-stabilizing, i.e., less threatening and more survivable. For example,
new types of heavy ICBMs are banned and the weapon loads of heavy bombers are

discounted in the aggregate weapons limit, while ballistic missiles are credited with the
actual number of weapons they carry. In addition, there are ballistic missile warhead

sublimits that cannot be exceeded within the total weapons aggregate. No such sublimit
exists for heavy bombers.

3) START will implement a whole network of interlocking verification measures designed
to ensure compliance. In addition to the standard national technical means of verification,

START grants each party the right to conduct a variety of multipurpose, highly intrusive
OSI of the other party's weapon systems, operational facilities, conversion procedures,
storage facilities, and weapon loadings. An extensive, continually updated database
containing the numbers, types, dimensions, locations, and movements of strategic
systems is also mandated. These and other cooperative, collateral measures will help to
ensure that each side has a clear picture of the other's capabilities, their deployment
means, and their location.

The Treaty itself represents a general obligation for each side to reduce and limit its ICBMs and
their associated launchers and warheads; submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs),
launchers, and warheads; and heavy bombers (HBs) and their armaments, including long-range
nuclear air-launched cruise missiles (LRNAs). ICBMs, SLBMs" and heavy bombers are
individually and collectively referred to as strategic nuclear delivery vehicles (SNDVs).
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The treaty is structured so that separate aggregate limits exist for a party's SNDVs mix, as well

as for the aggregate number of warheads deployed on these SNDVs. These are known as the

central limits. There are a series of equally important sub-limits under these cen-mal limits. For
example, STARTs central limit for SNDVs is 1600 systems, of which no morm than 154 (a sub-

limit) can be heavy ICBMs. A party can mix and match its SNDV components (ICBMs. SLBMs,

and HBs) in any way desired, provided it adheres to both the aggregate central weapons limit and

weapons sub-limits. Each type of SNDV is credited with a number of weapons through counting

rules. When the number of warheads attributed to a specific type of SNDV is multiplied by the

number of SNDVs of that type, the product or resultant number of weapons is attributed to those

SNDVs which become part of the total weapons aggregate.

The START Treaty's central limit for accountable weapons is 6000. Therefore, each side can

have 1600 SNDVs in combinations that yield no more than 6000 accountable weapons.
Accountable weapons are weapons credited to a SNDV without regard to its actual carriage

capability. For example, an HB capable of carrying only gravity nuclear weapons and short range
air*-to-surface missiles is held accountable for carriage of only a single weapon, regardless of how

many it can or does actually carry. In effect, START counting rules provide HBs with a discount.
Therefore, if a side had 100 such HBs, only 100 weapons would be attributed to that force in the
6000 central warhead limit. Whereas, HBs generally have discounted weapon counts attributed to

them, ICBMs and SLBMs are nearly always attributed with what they can actually carry.

4.10.2 Key Verification Provisions.

The START Treaty was negotiated from the onset with verification in mind. It contains

detailed, interlocking, and mutually reinforcing provisions designed to complement national
technical means of verification at a minimum. It is highly doubtful that NTM alone would have

been able to effectively monitor the voluminous START provisions, limits, and restrictions. What
was needed was a series of complementary measures that, when combined with NTM (and other

forms of information gathering), provided a synergistic effect yielding an effective verification
regime. There are no sanctions for non-compliance. Key verification provisions ar summarized
in Table 21.

START provides for nine types of OSI and three types of exhibitions. Each of these is
designed for a specific and definitive purpose - but in all cases to confirm the data accuracy
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provided in the MOU. Baseline data inspections are the initial inspections of all facilities and
systems in the MOU, and are designed to confirm and verify the initial database. Exhibitions of
ICBMs, SLBMS, and HBs are designed to give each party the opportunity to confirm the accuracy
of the technical data on each systm before OSIs begin, so that they have an accurate understanding
of what it is they will be inspecting and luoking for. The various types of inspections and
exhibitions are listed in Figure 3.

Diversion Prevention andManlMrinf Provisions

START establishes continuous monitoring at the perimeter and portals of each side's mobile
ICBM assembly facilities. The U.S. has the right to establish a monitoring facility at Votidnsk, the
final assembly facility for the SS-25, and at Pavlograd, the final assembly facility for the SS-24.
The Soviets have the right to continuously monitor the Thiokol Strategic Operations facility at
Promontory, Utah, the final assembly facility for the accountable first stage of the
PEACEKEEPER. Even though the United States has no mobile missile in production, in order to
get Soviet agreement to continuously monitor their SS-24 assembly facilities the United States
agreed. for the sake of reciprocity, to treat the PEACEKEEPER as a mobile missile.

Except for some specific exceptions, the sides have agreed to transmit all data from ballistic

missile flight tests unencrypted. Any practice which denies full access to telemetric information is
prohibited. In addition, an obligation exists to exchange telemetry tapes, interpretive data, and
acceleration profiles for test flights. This one monitoring and verification provision will have a
major impact on the sides' ability to monitor the development, modification, and capability, of the
other's ballistic missile forces. This is probably one of the most significant Treaty measures.

The S'TART Treaty contains specific provisions that prohibit one party from interfering with
the other's satellite collection activities. Interference can mean any activity designed to blind,
mislead, or render inoperable the other party's satellite(s) or to take concealing actions which could

prevent Treaty monitoring and verification of activities. NTM alone is rarely sufficient to monitor
complex treaties, but remains the essential baseline methodology which all other means
complement.

The Mteaty provides cooperative measures designed to enhance confidence and verification by

reqwuring (up to seven times per year) each side to openly display some number of mad or rail
mobile missiles or heavy bombers to the NTM capabilities of the other side. Limitations of how
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TYPE INSPECTION 035OS
Baseline 031 Cofrsteaccuracy of teidalata on te wnume
(Artile X1, paragraph 2) ndaof mingle~i aow located at specified facilities

Hthe Treaty's dataase.

Dama Update 051 Ensures continumfly that the data provided ard updated
(Article XI. paragraph 3) remain accurate through short-notice, periodic

inspections at specified facilities.

New Facility 051 confim the accurvey of the data provided regardling
(Article X1, paragraph 4) a newly declared facility not previously part of the

database

Su-sp-e-ctSite inspection (551) Ensures, through short-notice inspections at an agreed
(Article X!, paragraphS3) list of facilities, that the covert assembly of mobl~e

launchers of ICBMs or first stages of such ICBMs
is not occurring.

Reenry ehile RV)GS1Confims that deployed ICBMs and SLEMs at declubzed
(Article XI, paragraph 6) ballistic missile bases contain no mome than the declared

(allowed) number of RVs.

Post-lDispersal 0SI Confirms tat the aggregate number of ICBM mobile
Article AI paragraph 7) launchers and missiles located at a declared ICBM base,

and those that have not returned to the base after comple-
tion of it dispersal, do not exceed the number specified
for that base.

Conversion and Elimination OSI Confirms that striategic off~mive aims subject to the
(Article Xt. paragraph 8) Treaty's provisions have been converted or elimi-

nated in accordance with agreed procedures.

closeout psi Confirms thatfaicilities have been eliminated in accor-
(Article XI, paragraph 9) dance with agreed procedures.

Formerly Decluard Facilitie-s 051 ofrsthtfclte wihhv ini3 kdeii
(Article X1, paragraph 10) nated ame not being used for Treaty-illegal purposes.

Tec Chrcteristic M 5itio-ns Confirmns and vezifis the accuracy of the technii-
(Article X1, paragraph))) cal data/characteristics of ICBMs and SLBMs of each

type/vatiant and of mobile ICBM launchers specified
in the T1reaty.

Baseline Exhibitions "oMims that al! non-nuclear heavy bombers, former
(Article XI, paragraph 13) heavy bombers and training heavy bombers have been

converted in accordance with Treaty provisions.

Figure 3. Inspecliens and exhi bitions.
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many, when, at what facilities, and for how long vary from system to system. Such displays are
designed to enhance NTM effectiveness.

The START Treaty contains a voluminous MOU which is its database. The MOU contains
detailed data on the strategic force structure and aggregate force levels of both sides. In addition, it

records the specific location (facility) at which every SNDV (by type) is located, and lists all
facilities and ballistic missile silo coordinates at these facilities. It contains the site diagrams of
inspectable facilities and provides copious information concerning the production, deployment,
repair, conversion, elim'nation, and testing of the entire spectrum of strategic systems. It records
how many warheads are deployed on each type of ICBM and SLBM, identifies which heavy
bombers can carry LRNAs, and provides precise technical data on TLE characteristics. These data
were provided initially at Treaty signature and will be updated continually through notifications for

the life of the Treaty and in total at periodic intervals.

The START Treaty requires a myriad of notifications within various timelines to report
movements, relocations, and transits, of treaty-limited systems. These notifications will specify
the type and number of SNDVs affected, their new locations, and a variety of other data specified
in the Treaty, depending upon the system and the event. These notifications keep each side

apprised of major changes in the other's force structure. To supplement these continuous (real-
time) notifications, a periodic update of the entire MOU is also provided to reconcile the accounts.

Types and Use of Inspectors and Equigment

The START inspectors are provided by OSIA. Most are military officers, augmented by others
supplied by State, ACDA, and other concerned agencies. They do not need any specific training or
qualifications other than the inspector course taught by OSIA.

The JCIC is the formal body to which all ambiguities, concerns, challenges, proposals, and
changes are brought. It was established as the official forum to resolve issues and concerns that
may arise.

4.10.3 Interaction Between the CWC and the START Treaty.

This section discusses the interaction between the CWC and START presented in Table 22.
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Jm=Iemenadon Planning

Certain lessons learned from INF implementation wern applied or incorporated into the START
negotiation and implementation planning phases; the latter is still underway. Since START has not
yet entered into force, there obviously can be no implementation experience to relate. Most
implementation planning for START began in 1988 - well before Treaty signature -- when it was
recognized that START would be an order more complex and demanding than INF. This
realization, along with the experience of not having fully anticipated the problems associated with
implementing INF and subsequently not being properly prepared, galvanized many into initiating
early planning for START.

Certain factors are impeding advanced CWC implementation planning, not analogous to
START. The multilateral nature of the CWC negotiations involving more than 50 nations as
negotiating parties or observers in the consensus-rule CW Ad Hoc Committee of the Conference
on Disarmament makes it very difficult to anticipate how provisions will ultimately be worded.
Technical specifications for inspection-related equipment cannot be determined in final form while
the list of banned substances is still undecided. The U.S. entity that will be responsible for CWC
implementation is also undetermined. Therefore, at present, no one entity has the lead for planning
for CWC monitoring and verification activities.

In START, the need for post-Treaty ElF technical negotiations has been largely avoided by

ensuring that as many of the relevant details that could be identified were included in the basic
negotiations. The high degree of detail recorded in the 700-page START Treaty is aimed at
facilitating smooth implementation of this highly complex agreement's provisions. For example:

a) The START Treaty calls for exhibitions of Treaty-Limited Equipment either before Treaty
EOF or immediately after EIF, but before beginning baseline inspections. Exhibitions are
designed to allow each party to certify to its satisfaction that the detailed technical data
provided by the other party is accurate and that the inspecting party fully understands
how the measurements and data were attained or calculated. These exhibitions, along
with the detailed MOU technical data on each Treaty-limited system, should avert much
ambiguity and misunderstanding. Provisions in the CWC for declarations of chemical
weapons holdings and early follow-up OSI to confirm the declarations have a similar

objective.
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Table 22. Interacdon betwws CWC and START.

CATEGORY RELATIONSHIP

CWC eliminates weapon systems, prohibits production
START reduceslimits, allows production and

modernization
GAPS OR START is mostly applicable to military facilities while
DIFFERENCES CWC is heavily involved with non-military and non-

government commercial industrial facilities
S TIs dealing with easily recognized TLE whereas
chemicals not easily identified

START has limited SSI regime while CWC has more
extensive challenge on-site inspections

A OBoth have extensive declarations, data exchanges, and
OVERLAPS OR follow-up OSI to confirm information
SUIMARITIES Both have extensive mutine OSI of declared sites and

facilities

SYNERGISTIC None
EFFORTS

CONFLICTING
ACTIVITIES OR Challenge OSI provisions under CWC could subject
PROVISIONS START facilities to CWC inspections
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I
Sb) The Inspection Protocol of the START Treaty contains precise, detailed procedures for

each type of permitted inspection. This protocol and its annexes spell out what can be
inspected, how it is to be Inspected, and precisely what equipment is permitted to be used
for each type of inspection. The level of detail contained in this protocol removes any

doubt regarding how an inspection must be conducted, what rights and obligations are
operative, and all other parameters involving the conduct of inspections. In both the

bilateral U.S.-USSR CW negotiations, and the multilateral CWC negotiations, strong

efforts are being made to include similarly detailed OSI protocols and procedures.

c) Because site diagrams were a major problem in INF, a major part of START site diagram

development began over two years before Treaty signature. Even though it was unclear
which facilities were to be subject to inspection and what was to be inspectable at those

facilities, a relatively small, finite number of possibilities existed. The situation in CWC
contrasts greatly, in that authoritative estimates of the inspectable facilities in the United
States have yet to be made. In START, illustrative diagrams were developed based on
the possible outcomes, and as the negotiations progressed, modifications were made-.

Eventually, detailed site diagram parameters were negotiated and recorded in the Treaty.

These parameters were subsequently incorporated into the ins-pection protocol.

A significant lesson for CWC implementation planning can be gleaned from the START

planning experience regarding site diagrams. Much wasted effort can be anticipated in the
development of site diagrams as guidelines and parameters change, proposals are negotiated, and
compromises are struck. This should not dissuade the effort. Each iteration uncovers new

problems and ambiguities in both the general sense as well as on a site-by-site basis. With each

iteration the capability to provide increasingly accurate and meaningful diagrams is enhanced; the

process is constantly refined. Eventually, when the final regime of parameters is agreed upon, site

diagrams can be generated quickly and with accuracy. Key to this process is the informal

exchange of sample site diagrams (before Treaty signature) to provide a visual representation of a
party's proposal and a working document from which the parties can negotiate.

Comolice and InsMEion Plans

By and large, the START-related facilities to be inspected are military facilities, and the

agencies responsible for compliance are military *qanizations - the Air Force and the Navy. Each

Service will take responsibility to ensure compliance with Treaty provisions involving its military
equipment at its military facilities. The vertical command structure established in every military
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agency, the clea lines of authmority and responsibility inherent to that orgmnizational structure, and
the extensive experience with developing operational plans for military activities make the
development of compliance and inspection plans for each military facility a relatively routine
exercise.

Although eventually discarded, a serious proposal in START was to have suspect-site
inspections at a large number of private corporations that had some capability to produce rocket
motors of various sizes and power. The common element among these contractors was that they
all had existing or previously USG contracts.

The CWC, however, could make numerous chemical producers susceptible to routine interna-
tional inspections. Many, if not most, of these will be private firms with no USG ties, contracts, or
affiliations. CWC challenge OSIs, even with some caveats for their justification and outcome, are
expected to impact on a broad spectrum of Govmnment and private industrial facilities. Significant
complex legal and proprietary problems exist involving how CWC inspections might or could be
directed and conducted. In addition, no USG organizational structure currently exists that can
involve the large numbers of disparate private companies in a concentrated planning effort to
prepare compliance and inspection plans or to actually prepare them for inspections. In this regard,
the CWC faces a serious problem for which there is no START counterpart

Lo•'istical BPre artions

The number of facilities subject to baseline inspections under START will far exceed those of
INF, but it is not expected that the airlift and manpower requirements for START will have an
adverse impact.

a) MAC has been closely involved in START planning from the very beginning under the
assumption that MAC would provide START inspection support

b) MAC had no previous experience during the INF baseline inspection period, but an
experience base now exists, and the major problems have been resolved. START
baseline inspections will certainly tax MAC assets, but proper advance planning and an
experienced airlift force should greatly ameliorate the impac

c) At INF E.F, OSIA was an embryonic agency not fully manned or organized. OSIA is
now a functional organization with more than three years of experience conducting
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inspections and escorting Soviet inpectom. A professional cadre now exists. Careful

planning is underway to implement START - new personnel are already on board, both

classroom and on-site training is underway, operational plans are being developed, and
contracts are being awarded to implement the START inspection regime as smoothly as
possible.

All of this infrastumcture will also be in place for the CWC, However, the challenge OSI (also
referred to as an "anywhere, anytime") inspection regime being negotiated as part of the CWC
could lead to logistical problems because of short timelines to transport inspectors to sites whose
locations are to be disclosed only shortly before the challenge OSIs are to take place. Currently,
START timelines to transport inspectors - after anrival in country and identification of the facility
to be inspected -- are based on known, declared facilities. CWC challenge OSIs will add much

uncertainty. Once a facility is identified, means of transportation (air and ground) must be
assessed and identified, military or civilian airports located, and time factors computed. It is not
reasonable to expect that under a challenge OSI regime, if timelines similar to START are adopted,

that all sides could physically comply in all cases. However, it is reasonable to assert that under
any regime that includes a challenge OSI provision or a provision where a very large but finite
number of declared suspect sites are subject to inspection, transportation timelines similar to those
in the START Treaty could be insufficient in some instances.

4.10.4 Conclusions.

The START Treaty is significantly more complex and intrusive than any previous arms control
treaty. Part of the reason is that START does not eliminate an entire class of weapons. It reduces,
limits, and controls strategic weapons. It permits continued production and modernization of these
systems, but under tightly controlled conditions. Therefore, START inspection provisions and
restrictions necessarily must be complicated, sophisticated, and intrusive since the monitoring and
verification requirements are mor complex.

A major START innovation - its limited SSI regime - may be useful to the CWC. Early in the
START negotiations, a regime similar to "anywhere, anytime" was considered. It was assessed to
be too expensive and potentially too inmnsve, and was modified over time so that only a large list
of declared facilities with certain identifiable production capabilities would be subject to SSI.
Eventually, this list was reduced to three declared sites each for the Soviet Union and United
States.
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The START process benefited from the INF process primarily because various detailed data
and procedures (negotiated in a separate agreement between the sides after INF EIF) were
incorporated into the START Treaty. This could also be a CWC oal.

The principal CWC factor that will likely prove the most vexing and difficult to address, anj
for which there is no START counterpart, is that of Government agency contractor and private
enterprise interface. Aside from the legal issues, no internal USG organizational structure exists
currently that can pull all the relevant players together. No organization exists with the
responsibility and authority (legal or otherwise) to bring direction and purpose to this effort. To
attempt to accomplish this piecemeal or spread responsibility across a number of USO agencies
probably would be counterproductive.

4.11 "OPEN SKIES".

4.11.1 Overview.

On May 12, 1989, at the Texas A&M University commencement address, President Bush
announced his "Open Skies" initiative, reiterating it while visiting Germany three weeks later. The
initiative would permit unarmed aircraft from European nations to fly unmolested, on short notice,
over the tenitzory of potential adversaries in order to reinforce confidence and security.

"Open Skies" represents a revival of a 1955 President Eisenhower initiative. The Soviets
insisted that aerial inspection unattached to arms limitations constituted legalized espionage. An
increase in the capabilities of U.S. NTM also contributed to the long-term eclipse of the 1950s

initiative. Today's more relaxed European security atmosphere should provide more opportunity

for an "Open Skies" initiative to develop from a proposal into an instituted operation.

The primary appeal of an "Open Skies" agreement would be that it offers a reciprocal
information-gathering opportunity for sigeatory nations, reducing the likelihood of surprise atck,

reducing the need for a heightened security postmue theoretically relieving a long-time European
economic burden. Another nearly universal appeal of an "Open Sides" agreement is that it would

allow nations unable to afford effective NTM a similar capability. For the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
it would allow a more flexible and less expensive means to obtain similar information previously 4
only available through NTM.
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411.2 Key VerifiCadton PMvISiont.

While "Open Skies" does not contain verification provisions specifically associated with any
particular raety, its provisions could be exploited to augment the verification or efforts (especially
NTM) associated with other anus control agreements. "Open Skies" could also augment existing
confidence-building regimes such as the CSBMs of the CSCE Talks. The limitations of the
agreement would be related to the constraints of flight safety, international law, a quota system and
political geography. The key verification provisions, specifically the types of equipment for
compliance monitoring, are ruummarized in Table 23.

The quota system, governing the allowable number of overflights, would be based on the
individual signatory state's geographic size. Flights may also be limited in duration according to
the overflown state's size. An "Open Sides" agreement would incorporate a minimum number of
overflights accepted by each nation, just as the CFE and CSBM agreements incorporate a minimum
obligation of on-site inspections and observations. Because the proposal remains in the early
stages of developing an actual agreement, an assessing the technical complexity of the equipment
involved can only be speculative.

= of Ins and t

Participants in an "Open Skies" regime would likely favor fixed-wing aircraft, due to the
limited range of rotary wing aircraft. Moreover, because of their ability to land anywhere, most
nations will probably hesitate to agree to allow helicopters to regularly overfly their territory. It has
been noted that case law in the United States tends to rule against the constitutionality of govern-
ment sanctioned, but warrantless, overflight of private property on Fourth Amendment grounds.

The sensor technology to be allowed by an agreement has yet to be deternined, but it is clear
that eavesdropping (e.g., signal intelligence (SIGINT)) technology will be prohibited. Some
technologies discussed for purposes of an "Open Sides" agreement include commercial aerial film
cameras using electronically charged coupling devices instead of film. These cameras can achieve
resolutions of up to one meter from altitudes of 10 kilometers. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
with a similar resolution for belts of ground up to three kilometers wide has been explored for the
same purposes, but it involves a high degree of technical complexity and expense. Infra-red
technologies have also been considered. Without further development, many aerial surveillance
technologies currently used for other purposes would prove inadequate for some of the possible
"Open Skies" applications.
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Tabl 23. Key ve ceadx pew*1Se - "Opun Shn."
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4.11.3 Interaction Between the CWC and "Open Skies".

The moet Important interaction between a possible "Open Skies" agreement and the CWC Is
that CWC inspections could incorporate aevil inspections by specification or by implication.
Aerial observation and photography could fill much of the coverage gap between a CWC
inspection notification and the arrival of inspectors on site. For example, timely overhead
photographs of a suspected storage area for chemical weapons could enhance the surety that
stockpiles were not moved before the arrival of inspectors. A summary of the interaction between
the CWC and "Open Skies" is in Table 24.

CWC challenge inspections by air present a potential conflict with the quota system of an
"Open Skies" agreement for the same reason that CWC challenge inspections pose a threat to CFE
inspection quotas. Aerial inspections pass all the limitations in intrusiveness of the new U.S.
proposal involving managed access. Yet, if the final version of the CWC draft allows challenge
inspections in the form of aerial overflights, a nation could conduct frequent overflights anywhere
within Europe regardless of any "Open Sides" quotas.

4.11.4 Conclusions.

While an "Open Skies" agreement would be far more limited than the CWC, there is a degree
of interaction. For example, tha U.S. and its allies could commit resources and synergistic efforts
toward the further development of aerial surveillance technology for "Open Skies," CWC, and
CFE, as well as for other agrements.

Aerial observation may be incorporated into the CWC explicitly or implicitly in order to
improve the timeliness of inspector observations of the targeted site without increasing the
intrusiveness of the inspection. Aerial observation could also provide coverage for a suspect site
before the arrival of inspectors. But applying "Open Skies" overflights in direct support would
only work in the European and North American zone of applicability.

If an aerial observation regime is accepted for CWC challenge inspection purposes, the U.S.
must be aware of both the risks and the opportunities that such unlimited overflights would provide
in Europe and throughout the U.S.S.R., regardless of any "Open Skies" quotas. Using CWC
inspections for other than strictly CWC purposes may prove unacceptable to the U.S., but other
nations could employ theaL
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Table 24. intereedoW between CWC and "Open Sides."

CATEGORY RELATIONSHIP

GAPS OR

DIFFERENCES "Open Skies" geographic applicability is smaller

OVERLAPS OR CWC could incorporat aerial observation
S041ARITIES Overflights could observe inspecdon targets prior to

amival of inspectors

SYNERGISTIC Both ueaties may require common aerial surveillance
EFFORTS technology development

I CONFLICTING
A•-IVITINS OR CWC overflights may be used to circumvent "Open Skies"
PROVISIONS quotas
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SECTION 5
CONCLUSIONS

Nothing In thIs Coenventl n shall be interpreted as In any way l1mitng or detuwtln ftrom the
obligauions assumed by ny State ander the Protocol for the Preohibition f the Use In War of
Asphyxiating, Polsonous or Other Gases, and of the Bacteriological Methods of Warfar,
slgned at Geneva on 17 June 1935, and under Ike Cepsvllen of the Prohilbtion of the
Development, Produectin and Stockpiling of bacterioleglcal (BDilegical) and Teal. Wep,.,
and on Their Destructiln, signed at London, Moscow and Washington on 10 April 1972.

Article XIII, Roelation to Other
International Agreements

5. 1 OVERVIEW.

The CWC (CD/1 108) verification provisions will be the most intrusive regime ever negodatd.

Due to the nature of arms control history, no conflicts between treaties have been encountered.
However, the proliferation of arms control negotiations and agreements In the past few years and

the increasing intrusiveness of the regimes may result in conflicts between the CWC and other

treaties. These conflicts could intentionally or inadvertently shake the spirit of some of those

treaties.

CWC verification could affect other treaties in three different ways. First, CWC verification
provisions may not impact some treaties. Second, some CWC provisions could be used to
partially verify past agreements. This may be intentional in some cases or an inadvertent byproduct
of CWC inspections in others. Lastly, there is potential that some CWC inspection provisions

could impact negatively on the spirit of other treaties.

Potential conflicts between the CWC and other agreements hinge on challenge inspections. In
order to have a verifiable CWC regime, provisions must be made that allow challenge inspections
at undeclared sites. However, nations want to control access of inspections in order to preserve

confidential information and the integrity of national security. The conflict of where inspections

end and espionage activities begin has been at the heart of debates on OSI throughout this century.
The potential impact of the CWC on other treaties is illustrated in Table 25. These relationships are

discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
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Table 25. Impact of CWC veri[tcadon provisions on other &watdes.

POTENTIALLY POTENTIALLYNONE POsrWIVE NEGATIVE

ANTARCTIC 0

NPT/IAEA

GENEVA PROTOCOL 0

BWC 0

TI•BT/PNET •

INF 0

UN CONVENTION 0

US.-SOVIET CW 0

CFE 0

START 0

"OPEN SKIES" _

5.2 TREATIES NOT IMPACTED BY CWC PROVISIONS.

This report concludes that the CWC will not impact the Antarctic or NTT treaties due in
large part to the intrusive nature of their verification regimes. The Antarctic Treaty allows for OSI

of any and all areas on the continent; therefore, CWC challenge inspections could not intrude on
Antarctic sites subject to OSL That is, should a violation of the Antarctic Treaty be suspected, its
own OSI provisions could address the situation. This also applies to the TTBT and PNET.

Although these two treaties monitor tests rather than inspect them, the CWC challenge inspection
provisions would not be needed to expose violators of the NTT. This is due to the nature of
nuclear activities and the reliability of hydrodynamic and seismic measurement technologies and
NTM to identify unauthorized test activities.
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5.3 POSSIBLE BENEFICIAL IMPACTS ON OTHER TREATIES.

International agreements that either have limited or no veflcation provisions may benefit from
the CWC. This will be the case for the 1925 Geneva Protocol and the BWC. The CWC will
supplement the Geneva Protocol which has no verification provisions. Routine, challenge, and

alleged use CWC inspections could expose violations of both treaties. The BWC will also benefit

from CWC verification provisions especially if the CWC continues to include toxins. All CWC
inspections could partially -- possibly, completely -- verify BWC provisions by exposing
violations of BW/TW production, stockpiling, and acquisition.

Another possible application for CWC OSI Is in the sphere of the international drug trade;
however, the utility of this interaction is ambiguous. It is possible that CWC inspections could
strengthen the 1988 UN Convention Against Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances by uncovering illicit drug-processing activities. States party to the UN and CW
conventions supporting drug trafficking could be exposed by CWC inspections. Such revelations
may embarrass host states if such illicit ac:ividies are occurring without the governments'

knowledge. Although such inspections could strengthen the UN Convention, they may lead to
hostility and work to the detriment of both conventions. Additionally, even if an inspection does
uncover a violation of the UN Convention, there are no procedures for the inspection team to

report this activity.

Lastly, the CWC %%ill have a positive impact on the U.S.-Soviet CW Agreement. The
language of the bilateral agreement dictates that its provisions will supplement the CW except in the
case of conflicting provisions or timelines. In this instance, upon EIF the CWC will take

precedence over the bilateral provisions. The two treaties have a symbiotic relationship with the
common goal of banning global CWs and similar provisions for destroying CW stockpiles.

S.4 POTENTIAL NEGATIVE IMPACTS ON OTHER TREATIES.

Many of the agreements already in force or signed control inspector access to a limited number
of facilities. It could be possible tn employ CWC challenge inspections to further verify existing
agreements by allowing greater access or obtaining entry to other treaties' declared facilities.
Although this could permit beneficial synergistic effects that add to the level of satisfaction in arms

control verification, there could also be some negative effects.
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The current CWC challenge inspection provisions could adversely impact the verification
regimes of the NPT/IAEA, INF, CFE, and START Treaties in similar ways. To begin with, all of
these treaties enforce quotas on the number of inspections allowed to be performed within a
specific period of time at a particular facility or site. While access under a CWC challenge
inspection could not be denied, it could exceed another treaty's quota. This could become an issue
dependent upon the nature of the facility subject to the challenge and the nature of the challenge
itself. In addition, all of these treaties declare facilities subject to inspection under its respective
agreement. In some cases, the facility has the right to refuse access to inspectors. CWC
challenges could circumvent this provision and gain access to a protected facility. This could not
only increase tension between parties, but could also result in access that would jeopardize national
security or confidential information and involve the issue of CWC challenge inspection rights.

5.5 POTENTIAL NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF OTHER TREATIES ON THE

Several possible issues could be raised regarding CWC impac" -- other treaties. They focus
on CWC ability to subject declared facilities to challenge inspections without quota protection or
the right of refusal provided by the other treaties. There is the possibility that existing agreements
could interfere with CWC verification by limiting or delaying access to their facilities. For
example, the NPT/IAEA agreements with individual facilities state that the facility will be subject to
a specified number of inspections per year. If, after these IAEA inspections are concluded, CWC
inspectors assess a need to inspect one of the facilities, their access may be challenged on the
grounds that the facility has already fulfilled its inspection quota under other treaty provisions.
This could also be the case under INF and START.

S.6 RECOMMENDATIONS.

Under CD/i 108, there are no existing conflicts among the CWC and other treaties. There are,
however, limited cases where issues and conflicts could arise regarding CWC challenge
inspections at facilities covered under other agreements. That is, there exists the potential for

misuse of CWC challenge inspection provisions or misuse by other treaties to limit or delay CWC
verification provisions. The probability of such misuse occurring is minimal due to the request for
challenge inspection process in Article IX of the CWC.
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Should the threat of misuse be deemed significant, further study should be performed to
identify treaty loopholes and the probability of such conflicts occurring. This will depend on the
scope and provisions of the CWC challenge OSI and related provisions in other treaties. A follow-
on study should focus on the CWC relationship with NFT/IAEA, INF, and START.

In conclusion, there exists no significant interactions or conflicts, other than the potential,
between the CWC and any other treaty. As a result of this analysis, there are no requirements or
recommendations for resolving conflicts stemming from CWC verification provisions.
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APPENDIX B

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN TREATIES
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CFE START OPEN SKIES

CWC eliminatSN weapon systems, prohibits

Sohr"Td celimlts. allows production andcontain sanctionis Cpm has explicit geographic litations oodertization "Open Skies" geographic applicability is smaller
START is mostly applicable to military facilitico

while CWC is heavily involved with
non-military and non-govemment commecial
industrial facilities

START is dealing with easily recognized TLE
where•a chemicals an not easily identified

START has limited SSI regime while CWC has
mom extensive chsllenge on-site inspections

ersion preven- CFE inspectors will be able to look for and Both have extensive declarations, date- CWC could incorporate aerial observation
tSI and report of indications of preparedness to exc hanges, and follow-up OSI to confirm Overflights could observe inspection targets prior to

employ chemical weapons tifontation arrival of inspectors
Both have extensive routine OSI of declared

sites and facilities

Sweapons Both tresties' verification provisions require None Both treaties may require common aerial surveillanceof the CWC extensive infornnation management and technology development
isions of the telecommunications
ýf incompatible
ms of the
at CWC provi-
U.S. and the

CWC challenge I ections could be utilized Challenge OSI provisions under CWC could CWC overflights may be used to circumnveant
to circumvent CFE quotas, rights of refusal, subject START facilities to CWC inspections "Open Skies" quotas
and gcographic limitations
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APPENDIX C

LIST OF ACRONYMS

ABM anti-ballistic missile
ACDA Arms Control and Disarmament Agency

AEC Atomic Energy Commission
BW biological weapons

BWC Biological Weapons Convention

C/S containment and surveillance
CBM confidence-building measures
CD Conference on Disarmament
CFE Conventional Forces in Europe
CSBM confidence- and security-building measures
CSCE Conference on Security and Confidence in Europe
CTB Comprehensive Test Ban
CW chemical weapons
CWC Chemical Weapons Convention
DFAR DOD Federal Acquisition Regulations

DOD Department of Defense

EIF entry/entered into force
GLBM ground-launched ballistic missile
GLCM ground-launched cruise missile
HB heavy bomber

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
ICBM intercontinental ballistic missile

ICJ International Court of Justice
IGY International Geophysical Year

INCB International Narcotics Control Board
INF Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces
JCG Joint Consultative Group
JCIC Joint Compliance and Inspection Commission

JVE Joint Verification Experiment
km kilometers

LRNA long-range nuclear air-launched cruise missile
LTBT Limited Test Ban Treaty

MAC Military Airlift Command
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MBFR Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction
MIRV multiple independent reentry vehicle
MOU Memorandum of Understanding

MUF materials unaccounted for
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NDA nuclear non-desmuaction assays
NPT Non-Proliferation Treaty
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRRC Nuclear Risk Reduction Center
NTM National Technical Means
NIT Nuclear Testing Talks
OPCW Organization for Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
OSI on-site inspection
OSIA On-Site Inspection Agency
OUSD-A Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition
PNE peaceful nuclear explosion
PNET Peaceful Nuclear £xplosion Treaty
POE Point of Entry
SAL Safeguards Analytical Laboratory
SALT Strategic Arms Limitations Talks

SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
SCC Standing Consultative Commission

SIGINT signal intelligence
SLBM submarine-launched ballistic missile
SNDV strategic nuclear delivery vehicles
SSAC State System of Accounting and Control
SSI suspect site inspection
START Strategic Arms Reductions Treaty
SvC Special Verification Commission
TDY temporary duty
TLE treaty-limited equipment
TLI treaty-limited item(s)
TrBT Threshold Test Ban Treaty
UN United Nations

USG United States Government
VOID Validation of Technical Data
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APPENDIX D

ENDNOTES

1. The 3-year time limit for this provision ended on 1 June 1991. START was signed 31 July
1991 in Moscow, and is currently undergoing each Party's ratification process.

2. National Security Directive (NSD) 296, 1988 established the On-Site Inspection Agency

(OSIA) to carry out the implementation of INF. Since then NSDs 41 and 44 assigned the
responsibility for the implementation of CFE and TTBT/PNET respectively to OSIA.
Although OSIA has conducted planning activities in anticipation of START and CWC, no
formal directives have been issued assigning them responsibility for those treaties.
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Defense Threat Reduction Agency
8725 John J Kingman Road MS 6201

Ft Belvoir, VA 22060-6201

TDANP-TRC August 1, 2001

MEMORANDUM TO DEFENSE TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
ATTN: OCQ/MR LARRY DOWNING

SUBJECT: DOCUMENT CHANGES

Thc Defense Threat Reduction Agency Security Office reviewed the following documents in
accordance with the Deputy Secretary of Defense Memorandum entitled, "Department of Defense
Initiatives on Persian Gulf War Veterans' Illnesses" dated 22 March 1995, and determined that the
documents were unclassified and cleared for public release:

DNA-TR-93-84, AD-B244408, Acoustic Resonance Spectroscopy in CW Verification Tooele Field Trial
(August 1992).
DNA-TR-93-129-V 1, AD-B 192045, Global Proliferation - Dynamics, Acquisition Strategies and
Responses, Volume I - Overview.
DNA-TR-93-129-V2, AD-B 192046, Global Proliferation - Dynamics, Acquisition Strategies and
Responses, Volume 2 - Nuclear Proliferation.
DNA-TR-91-216, AD-B 163637, Harmonizing the Chemical Weapons Convention with the United States
Constitution.
DNA-TR-92-180, AD-B 175230, Evaluation of the Concept of a List for the BWC.
DNA-TR-92-61, AD-B 167663, Basic State Party Functions and Skills Under CWC.
DNA-TR-92-66, AD-B 167357, Domestic Reporting Requirements for Chemical Industry.
DNA-TR-91-213, AD-B 163260, Analysis of the Interactions Between Treaties.
DNA-TR-93-70, AD-B 177262, Chemical Weapons Convention Inspections of Private Facilities
Application of United States Environmental and Safety Laws.
DNA-TR-92-182, AD-B 173450, Commercial Products from Demilitarization Operations.
DNA-TR-91-217-V3, AD-B 169350, Chemical Weapons Process Parameters, Volume 3 - Users' Guide.
DNA-TR-92-116-SUP, AD-B 175292, Technical Ramifications of Inclusion of Toxins in the Chemical
Weapons Convention (CWC), Supplement.
DNA-TR-92-128, AD-B 175452, Task 1 Report Target Vapor Identification and Database Development.
DNA-TR-92-!96, An-.B 174940, Task 2 Repnrt A!gor;t0m Deve"-nment Pnd Performance Analysis.
DNA-TR-93-68, AD-B 178109, CW Detection Instrument R&D Design Evaluation.

Enclosed is a copy of the referenced memorandum. If you have any questions, please call me at
703-325-1034.

ARDITH JARRETT
Chief, Technical Resource Center


